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LORI BURGER. 5PM. PCAM.
CCAM. CAM (PRESIDENTØ

IREM.ORG.). IS SENIOR

VICE PRESIDENT AND
DIRECTOR OF EUGENE

BURGER MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION (EBMC).
AMO, HEADQUARTERED
IN ROHNERT PARK. CALIF..
WHOSE PORTFOLIO
CONSISTS OF MORE THAN
6.500 RESIDENTIAL UNITS.
20.000 ASSOCIATION
HOMES AND TWO
MILLION SQUARE FEET

OF COMMERCIAL RETAIL.
OFFICE AND INDUSTRIAL
SPACE.

THE THREE PS:
Preparedness, Procedures and Protocols

Beyond the unexpected situations that arise in your day-to-day role, more serious
emergency situations can happen, and the best you can do is practice the "Three
Ps"- preparedness, procedures and protocols.

PREPA REDINESS:
Teamwork and cooperation are crucial with your tenants-especially in an emer-
gency. In times of chaos and confusion, it's paramount to ensure the safety of your
tenants by preparing and practicing with a set plan. "Assisting Tenants with Emer-
gency Plan Protocols" (p. 26) provides a step-by-step breakdown of planning and
execution to help he out -of -the -ordinary go as smoothly as possible through estab-
lishing designated roles. According to Scott Vyskocil, CPM, "A plan that doesn't get
used properly is just as ineffective as no plan at all."

PROCEDUI{ ES:
While not a full-fledged emergency, relocating offices disrupts business as usual and
goes more smoothly with specific checklists, roles and communication procedures.
"A Moving Experience" (p. 54) describes how to minimize some of the disorganiza-
tion and confusion of moving offices. Because of the stress that comes with any
relocation, planning-for budgets, timing and phasing-is key.

PROTOCOLS:
When tenants pose a threat to others in the building, handling the situation
isn't always as straightforward as with other risky situations. More and more
frequently, tenants with hoarding disorder pose threats to themselves and oth-

ers. And because hoarding disorder is
considered a disability under the Fair
Housing Act, remediating the issue
must be done carefully and with con-
sideration for all involved. Find out
more in "Hoarding Disorder: The Ten
Ton Problem & The Elephant in the
Room" (p. 16).

I hope you find this issue of 1PM'
to be as beneficial as I have. While we
can't always predict the trajectory of
unusual or even emergency situations,
relying on teamwork, preparation and
predetermined plans can help us influ-
ence outcomes for the better. .
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Apartment Boom Hitting
All Major Midwest Markets
REJournals.com, 12/19/14, Rafter, Dan

Multifamily housing developers are descending on such Midwest cities as Omaha and Minneapolis with plans for
high -end luxury apartment towers. This, in turn, is bringing new excitement to these urban areas. Christy Lockridge,
principal with the Chicago office of Prudential, said, "We are continually and pleasantly surprised with how well the
Midwest markets are performing. There are new developments in pockets all across the Midwest' Much of the force
behind this trend comes from Milennials, young consumers who are increasingly putting off homeownership and
opting instead to rent. They are increasingly choosing urban areas in such major cities as Chicago and in secondary
markets like Cleveland and Indianapolis. According to Marcus & Millichap's research, developers last year and this
year will have delivered about 2,220 new rental apartments to Milwaukee, while developers have brought 2,280 new
units to Indianapolis in the first three quarters of this year and about 4,300 units in Columbus over the past four quar-
ters. Because a large number of Millennials are drawn to urban living, planning officials in suburbs nationwide might
push for more urban amenities in their communities. That could mean everything from enhanced public transporta-
tion to more shops, restaurants and entertainment venues to go along with the new apartment construction. .
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UNDER -25 RENTERS
Are Decreasing

GlobeSt.com, 12/07/14, Bubny, Paul

The latest Axiometrics research shows that the percentage
of households that are renting has been on the rise for most
age groups since the housing boom went bust in 2007-08.

There is one exception, though, with renting among this
age group having trended steadily downward since the mid -
2000s: those born in the late 1980s and early '90s. "To be
sure, part of the reason for this decline is attributable to
the recession," read the Axiometrics report. "The lack of
good jobs that have been created since the recession's end
has not allowed Millennials the opportunity to create their
own renter (or owner) households." By contrast, the renter
ratio for working -age Baby Boomers-those roughly 55- to
64-years-old-has risen steadily since about 2001 for rea-
Sons not entirely clear.

Axiometrics notes a dichotomy between those who rent
their housing by necessity and those who rent by choice.
The report stated: "Homeownership became unattainable
for first -timers because of stricter lending guidelines or fore-
closures, and economic hardship during the Great Recession
pushed people out of the single-family market." Choosing to
rent has, in turn, moved people away from ownership. Such
people like the freedom to move frequently, if necessary. They
also like the wide array of choices today's apartment commu-
nities afford them in terms of location, interior and exterior
amenities, prices, and social and/or cultural opportunities.

iDw4IIiTI!nhuinhiuI(TW1wv#..

SOUNDBITES

"There is only one way to avoid
criticism: Do nothing, say nothing and
be nothing."

-ARISIOILE

"In the end, all business operations can
be reduced to three words: people,
product and profits. Unless you've got
a good team, you can't do much with
the other two."
LLL Lui

"Your ability to communicate is an
important tool in your pursuit of your
goals, whether it is with your family,
your coworkers, or your clients and
customers."
-L L'JvvN

"The most important trip you may take
in life is meeting people halfway."

-HENRY BOYLE

"You must either modify your dreams
or magnify your skills."

"Failure is simply the opportunity
to begin again-this time, more
intelligently."
HrNRY FORM

"Do not lose hold of your dreams or
aspirations. For if you do, you may still
exist but you have ceased to live."
-rft.NRY DAVID 1 UREAU

"Your most unhappy customers are
your greatest source of learning."
-BILL GATH
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Property Management Insider, 12/18/14, Blackwell, Tim

According to industry marketers, the possibilities of
monetizing valuable resident data are unlimited. Find-
ing the right information to reduce costs can be a chal-
lenge, though. At WC Smith-which manages more
than 10,000 apartment, condominium and cooperative
units-the firm found an important piece of information
that quickly changed how it markets leasing: the aver-
age tenancy of its residents is about four years. "That's
changed everything," said Holli Beckman, vice president
marketing and leasing options. Now, instead of focusing
on attracting new residents, WC Smith has shifted some
of its marketing money to ensuring residents are happy
with the properties. Because the average turn cost for a
unit is between $10,000 and $15,000, the firm found that
the money can be better spent by doing periodic updates
or investing in other amenities more suitable for retain-
ing existing residents.

WC Smith now surveys residents to better understand
what is on their minds, and even that has paid dividends. "Business intelligence is about more than the numbers and data and
graphs:' Beckman concluded. "It's about having access and insight thatcan help your company perform better. At WC Smith, our
primary interest is in the behavioral trends of both our current residents and our prospects."

BIG CHANGES COMING TO WATER HEATER STANDARDS
Property Management Insider, 12/08/14, Blackwell, Tim
In 2015, replacing an apartment water heater that is already a tight fit may pose a major challenge for owners and operators.
With the addition of more insulation, residential water heaters are expected to grow in order to meet National
Appliance Energy Conservation Act of 1987 efficiency mandates that take effect April 16, 2015. Water
heater manufacturers must improve efficiency ratings-by nearly double on some sizes-in order to con-
serve energy and maintain water temperature. All residential electric and gas water heaters and brands
manufactured in the U.S. will be affected. Indeed, manufacturers will not even be able to even produce a
non -compliant product after April 15.

When apartment communities move to replace current models with bigger ones, size and cost may be
an issue in many cases. Water heater storage areas that once maximized space for residents could sudden-
ly be too small. In some instances, it could even require major modifications to apartments on the part
of the owner. Standard 30- to 50 -gallon water heaters will increase in diameter from 18 to 20 inches to
20 to 22 inches in order to go from two inches of insulation to three inches. In addition, they will be get-
ting a little taller. Bob Brown of Ferguson Facilities Supply said, "This is going to impact the multifamily
industry, but it's really going to be tricky on when and how. If it's not today, it could be five years from
now. The longer it goes, the less the older products will be available:' He adds that the most at risk are
apartment communities that are not looking to change their water heaters for another five to eight years,
with those currently operating with 40 -gallon, electric low -boy models most impacted. Ultimately, most
owners and managers will have to balance replacement expense and desired performance. .
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1ace-otf / i)UZZ::
ONE QUESTION, TWO REM MEMBERS

DO YOU THINK OFFICE BUILDING PROPERTY MANAGERS
SHOULD EARN OFFICE LEASING COMMISSIONS? WHY OR WHY NOT?

BRANDI JORGENSEN, CPM, AMS
CEO/OWNER
J & M REAL ESTATE SOLUTIONS, LLC
VERMILLION, S.D.

no
True or False? A commercial property manager's job is
to maintain tenant satisfaction and act in the best inter-
est of the owner and the tenant. The answer seems clear
enough-true, right? However, many owners blur the
lines when they decide to hire property managers to act as
their commercial leasing agents.

First, let's bring into perspective why owners decide to
hire a property manager:

To be familiar with the terms of the current lease(s)
Collect rents
Respond to tenant needs
Prepare budgets and financial reporting
Arrange contracts, maintenance, janitorial and secu-
rity services, etc.

Their salary should be commensurate with these re-
sponsibilities, focusing on tenant retention, property per-
formance and building maintenance, period. Adding leas-
ing commissions to the management equation inevitably
takes attention off of these objectives and encourages the
manager to chase the money rather than retain the tenant.
End result? Increased vacancy and leasing commissions.

When faced with vacancy, owners need to invest in an
agent who is well versed in the art of leasing commercial
space, a skill set radically different than that of a property
manager. These tasks require extensive work on the leas-
ing agent's behalf, taking the "management" focus away
from your manager if you expect him or her to also serve
this role.

Bottom line: would you, as an owner, rather have your
property manager focus on your current tenant satisfac-
tion or out chasing a commission? I would rather com-
pensate my manager to maintain my current tenants and
property, and when the time comes, hire a professional
leasing agent that will get my company the best clients
with the best terms for the space based on current market
conditions. Two different people, two radically different
skill sets, two different pay incentives.

CINDY EDWARD, CPM, ARM
GENERAL MANAGER _______

LILLIBRIDGE/VENTAS
LIBERTYVILLE, ILL.

yes
Is leasing part of a property manager's job, or is it above
and beyond? Much controversy surrounds the topic of
property managers receiving leasing commissions. Should
they be the beneficiary of an additional incentive?

Many property managers collaborate with leasing
agents and brokers, all the while witnessing the handsome
commissions that pass them by. If a property manager
contributes a predetermined amount of effort to a success-
ful lease or renewal, they should reap a financial reward.

When called upon to assist brokers with tours and
property information, property managers have to put
on their sales hat. They must be adept to the needs and
wants of the prospect while still possessing the ability to
overcome objections with confidence. Property managers
are responsible for curb appeal, financial operating condi-
tion, capital improvements, cleanliness, safety and excep-
tional customer service. If a tenant decides to terminate
the lease, the property manager usually has to answer to a
higher authority.

The prospect is usually delighted to have the opportu-
nity to meet with the property manager, especially if the
property manager has done their homework and engages
with the prospect intelligently about his or her business.
Building the initial relationship enforces the emotional at-
traction and level of confidence that a prospect has with
the asset.

One might argue that as a property manager, the job
tasks already include aiding in the leasing efforts. How-
ever, long after the broker is gone, the property manager
is entrusted with the responsibility of retention and satis-
faction. Let's reward property managers for their diverse
talents and skills in assisting with the leasing process by
rewarding them financially.
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WAY OF LIFE o
Most of us don't see the immediate prog-
ress of our cumulative, daily efforts. Are
there bad habits you're trying to break?
Good habits you're trying to make?
Whether it's eating less fast food, spend-
ing more time on hobbies, going to the
gym, etc., the Way of Life app lets you
track any habit your heart desires to give
you a visual representation of your prog-
ress (or regress). Updating takes less than
a minute per day and allows you to see
bar charts with trend lines, scoreboards,
pie charts, an archive of your completed
goals and much more. If you're the kind
of person who needs to be reminded or
motivated to do things, you can set up
reminders for specific days of the week,
add custom messages or alarms to keep
you on track. (iOS; Free)

TINYSCAN PRO o
Creating PDFs on the go has never been
so easy. The TinyScan Pro app scans
anything from receipts to multipage
documents in amazing quality. Create
folders in the app to stay organized and
easily share with others. You can also
share your PDFs directly to Dropbox,
Googie Drive, Evernote and Box-
even use AirDrop to share with other
iPhones and iPads. (iOS; $4.99)

o DOCUSIGN

_______________________ In this day and age, the typical work-
space expands far beyond that dreary
cubicle. DocuSign gives you the ability
to sign and send documents electroni-
cally from anywhere, anytime, 011 any
device around the globe. Equipped
with bank -grade security and opera-

________________________ tions, you can sign even the most highly
sensitive, legally binding documents.
Simply upload your document from
any device, add the necessary names
and e-mail addresses-even drag and
drop tags to indicate where others need
to sign, date or mark their initials. Once
the signatures are complete, everyone
is alerted and tile document is stored
electronically for your records. (An-
droid, iOS and Windows; Free)

o THE NEWS FUNNEL
________________________ If you want to stay informed with break-

ing local and national real estate news
__________ around the U.S., this app showcases in-

dustry -specific news from thousands of
trusted media sources. It saves you time
from having to filter through relevant
news and tailors its top real estate head-
lines to your personal interests. You can
even customize it all on your newsfeed
by geographical area, subject, industry
sector or keywords. (iOS; Free)

-
Can't find the right

FAST FACTS property in your
market? ForWY --.-. I CCC TU A '.1

VICTOR LUSTIG was such
a good con artist, he sold
the EIFFEL TOWER-twice.
He sold it for $70,000 after
convincing scrap -metal
dealers that it was too
expensive for the city to
maintain. He sold it again
before the buyer reported
him to the police.

PLAY -DOH was originally used to
CLEAN WALLPAPER. In the 1930s

when coal was burned to heat
homes, people rolled the dough
across their walls to lift up soot.
The product sold as a toy once
new heating methods evolved.

L_I!fl1 Historically, the best
(or most common)
month of the year

" to sell property
is APRIL.

I FIt\I'1

$30, there's a
man who will
sell you AN

ON THE MOON.

Swedes and Danes use DEAD BODIES
TO HEAT THEIR HOMES. The heat
produced from crematoriums is
pumped into local energy companies,
and then homes.
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Highest and Lowest Total Annual Income:
Shopping Centers by Metro (In Median DoUars per Square Foot of Rentable Area)

U Highest Total Annual Income* U Lowest Tota Annual Income*

$35.52; 5

4Minimum sample of 5

Boston

$29.01; 5
Washington

$31.45; 11

$10.06; 9

GrnLo-t-Lh .i.C.

$12.85; 5

":]f;L, Ten;:.

$12.87; 10

Orlando. Eta.

$28.72; 8

Shopping Center data is available in Metro, Regional, and National reports. Additionally, Income/Expense
Analysis data is available for four other property types: Conventional Apartments; Office Buildings; Federally
Assisted Apartments; and Condominiums, Coops, and PUL)s.

TA! = Total Annual Income

t)ata from the 2014 I/F Shopping Center books

Compiled on 1/5/IS

FIND MUCH MORE VALUABLE INFORMATION LIKE THIS
IN THE FULL LINE OF INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSIS®
PRODUCTS, WHICH INCLUDES PRINT BOOKS, EBOOKS
AND CUSTOMIZABLE ONLINE LABS. LEARN MORE AT 1/
WWW.IREM.ORG/INCOMEEXPENSE.
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When thinking about different age groups, belt Mu-
lennials or Baby Boomers, certain generalities come

to mind even though this does not necessarily make
them true. Due in part to Internet having virtually
unlimited amounts of information, perhaps Millen-
nials are more readily unmoored from institutions
than their predecessors. Certainly this has to have
some sort of impact on a successful management
strategy. In stepping back to look at the bigger pic-
ture, I recognized a pattern that spanned the genera-
tions-sustainability. We didn't use that term for it
throughout the years, but various forms of sustain -

ability have always been around.

NECESSITY:
Velveeta & Creative Conservation
Baby Boomers, children of the war, were raised in
households by parents and grandparents whose fo-
cus was squarely on money. World War II brought
with it a tremendous amount of conservation ef-
forts, and these efforts survived the war. Families
shared one car. Lights and water were turned off
to save money. Milk bottles were refilled because it
was cheaper. The environmentally -friendly move-
ment was there, masquerading itself as frugality. In
fact, Velveeta got its start as a thrifty cheese alterna-

tive used during rationing.

REACTIONARY:
Excess & Awareness
The sixties gave rise to the largest cultural shift
in recent human history. The excessiveness was
extraordinary. Air pollution was mistaken as the
smell of prosperity. Every driveway had a V8 sedan

parked in it. Sustainability was born out of necessity
and reaction. Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, which

drastically raised public awareness for the environ-
ment, was published in 1962. Also, the very first
Earth Day came in 1970. The phrase "going green"
wasn't used yet, but people were beginning to sup-
port the need for greater resource management.

RESPONSIBILITY:
Prof itability & Altruism
More than the previous generations, Millennials are
connoisseurs of making ecologically responsible de-
cisions. Not only can you graduate with degrees in
sustainability, you can get a doctorate! Lipsticks are
packaged in tubes made entirely of corn and can be
planted in the ground to sprout wild flowers. Today,
as IREM Members and real estate professionals, we
need to blend the triple bottom line of the three pil-
lars- "people, planet and profits"-with the other
goals of sustainabiity. These goals aim to mesh the
monetary benefits with the altruistic ideals of im-
proving the life of the planet and everything on it.

SUS TA INABILITY ISN'T GOING
ANYWHERE BUT UP
The ebb and flow of resource management aware-
ness is a commonality throughout the generations.
Regardless of what type of real estate you manage,
you're going to have people in your buildings who
embrace the green movement. You don't need to
gear your message toward a certain demographic, or
consider different strategies, when instituting sus-
tainability programs and practices. No age group is
unfamiliar with the concept.

The real estate market is cyclical, and the finan-
cial markets are fickle. Embrace the trend that has
never gone out of style and will only continue to
grow. 
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lama
marketing

genius.
"A strong property
marketing website has
digital 'curb appeal,' is
easy for customers to use
on any device, and drives
results. With RENTCafé, we
are achieving all three of
these critical goals."

Digital Marketing Manager
McCaffery Interests

Attract prospects. Turn leads into leases. Deliver outstanding service to retain residents. RENTCafé is a full

marketing and leasing solution featuring dynamic property websites, social content marketing, reputation

management tools, plus online leasing, rent payments, and maintenance requests. Seamless integration with

Yardi Voyager" Yardi LeasingPad CRMM and RENTCafé Connect'TM ensures you never miss an opportunity

to turn a lead into a lease. Find out more at Yardi.com/RENTCafé.
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3 Sure -Fire Tactics

to Change Your Game
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SMALL TENANTS.
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Who would you most like to meet-living or
dead, real or fictional? Now, narrow that down.
Think about which person could give you a dif-
ferent perspective on the way you market your
company. Maybe it's Steve Jobs, Warren Buffett
or even Lady Gaga. Or perhaps it's Superman.
Sometimes, a different perspective can be a
game -changer. Who would you choose?

This is a great time of year to consider strate-
gic, thoughtful change. Last year is fresh in our
minds. If your marketing goals include niain-
taming occupancy, maximizing rents and re-
taining the best team, consider these sure-fire
tactics to change your marketing game.

Picture this: you're getting ready to pitch a pro-
spective client. You've written your proposal,
highlighting how your services will benefit your
potential customer. Reviewing your proposal
just one last time, you know there's something
else you should do, but you can't put a finger on
it. What on earth is it?

When I work with clients, I like to encourage
them to leave room for what I call the "A -Ha"
factor. Think about these questions the next
time you're preparing your pitch: What will
make your prospective customer sit up and take
notice? Can you show them (vs. telling them)
how your work will help them to win in busi-
ness? And most importantly, what does your
future customer stand to lose if they don't hire
you? It's the "Aa-Ha" that ups your game.

Polish uii Your People Perhaps you acquired
a portfolio or a company and are working hard
at assembling a crackerjack team. If you're not
quite comfortable putting each person on your
team in front ofan existing or prospective client,
as some of them are, well.. .a little rough around
the edges, you're not alone. Clients tell me this
is one of their biggest issues. Their teams just
aren't ready for prime time-yet.

How can you solve it? By creating what I call
the Power of Three: Confidence, content and
credibility. Think about it. Alone, confidence
can seem blustery. If you don't have content-
value your clients and tenants can use-or rock -
solid credibility, start there first.

Some people are born with polish, hut most
of us can benefit from a little practice. Try this
back in your office: The next time you want to
help your team tell the story, give them a script.
Then, toss it and see what works. Use the Power
of Three and you'ii create trust and business.
That's a game -changer.

Do a needs assessment: The first part of
any marketing strategy, and often the biggest
pain point for any business, is to understand
our client's needs, inside and out. What stum-
bling blocks do they encounter? What can you
help them with that they haven't even thought
of? When you get back to your office, make up
a checklist your team can put to use, and see the
difference.

Hmn1, who would I most like to meet? Stay
tuned. .
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Although hoarding disorder is difficult to treat, and very
susceptible to relapse, landlords can often work with the ten-
ant to at least control hoarding behavior to a point where it
doesn't present a danger or a general nuisance. This often
entails intervention by third parties. While it usually doesn't
involve legal action, advice from a housing lawyer is often es-
sential.

WHAT IS HOARDING DISORDER?
The umbrella characteristic of hoarding disorder is persistent
difficulty in parting with possessions, regardless of their value.
It goes beyond normal collecting behavior, to the point where
accumulated possessions make the intended use of a home or
workplace difficult, hazardous or impossible.

Nadeen Green, attorney at For Rent Media Solutions, has
specialized in the subject of tenants with hoarding disorder
for the past three years, and gives between 50 and 60 presenta-
tions on the subject annually. She said that before she started
making a study of the issue, she'd had no idea that the problem
was so pervasive.

CCJ found that you can't be in a group of multifamily housing
professionals without that subject coming up:' she said. "And
since so many people rent private homes, it's not just a multi-
family issue.

"Also, it's a nuanced issue.

'Hoarding' can be in the eye of
the beholder. Hoarding disorder is
classified as a disability under the
Fair Housing Act, and any landlord
must reasonably accommodate a
person with disabilities. Landlords
don't have to accommodate your
religion-for example, if they have
a 'no candles' rule-but if you have
a disability of any kind, they have to

work with you:'
Thus, said Green, before the Fair

Housing Act, if someone main-
tained a unit in a way that brought
up fire, vermin, odor or weight -
bearing issues, the landlord could
say, "That's a lease violation: cure
it or get out:' But because hoarding
disorder is considered a disability,
that can't happen today.

"Not handling people with dis-
abilities correctly is the single big-
gest issue in the housing industry
today:' Green said. "The big issue
used to be race, but in the past 10
years it's been disability, and usually
with existing tenants:'

Hoarding used to be considered
a symptom of other disabilities,
such as obsessive -compulsive dis-
order, but the American Psychi-
atric Association re-classified it

as a disability in its own right, last
year. Their Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM) has historically been used
as a guidebook by regulators and
insurers. Thus, landlords need to
exercise extra caution when dealing
with hoarding issues.
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HOARDING NOT SO EASY TO "CLEAN UP"
"The landlord must enter an interactive dialogue with the
resident, to remedy the situation:' Green urged. "You need
to have a goal and work toward it. Have a plan and make it
manageable. Drill down to the practical matters, give the ten-
ant real -world advice. If the tenant won't remedy the situation,
then-still treading carefully-the landlord could involve the
local Department of Health, which could establish timelines
for a cure. But you can't evict without first trying reasonable
accommodation?'

Deborah Gershen Gennello, CPM, vice president and di-
rector of property management for Moderate Income Man-
agement Company, Inc. (Princeton, N.J.) said that denying or
overlooking a hoarding problem is the worst mistake a land-
lord can make. She urges landlords not to be reticent about
bringing third parties into the resolution process.

"You need to be in contact with local authorities, social
services, the fire department, health inspectors:' she said.

"You might worry that they'd be against you, since the
hoarding might bring up code violations for which you
could be cited, but these government officials can be

very helpful to you. Don't hide it from them. Tenants
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with hoarding disorder might need
to be accommodated with help
or time, but they're not allowed
to break rules or create hazards. I
don't know of anyone who'd fight
for the tenant if there was immi-
nent danger?'

Gennello noted that most ten-
ants with hoarding disorder are
otherwise inoffensive and pay their
bills, so the objective should be to
keep them. Thus it's important to
work with them, not against them.

"One of the common mistakes
is pushing the tenant to cure the
problem yesterday:' she said. "It

might take a couple months, and
it might take a group of people to
solve the issue. Most people with
hoarding disorder understand that
what they're doing is a problem.
Most of them will work with you if
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they see you're not judging them and are willing to let them
express themselves in a controlled way.

"People don't set out with hoarding as their goal. Often they
don't know, themselves, how to deal with it, and often are recep-

tive to your bringing in someone from the National Alliance on
Mental Illness, or from social services so long as they don't feel
they're being beaten up, pointed at and accused."

RELY ON A SUPPORT TEAM,
PROVIDE OUTLETS
Gennello recommends having a group of "go -to" people, such
as the local health inspector, the fire chief or even the Mayor in
a small town, who can visit the tenant, state the problem and

offer to help find a solution. She also recommends frequent
unit inspections, and encouraging all tenants to keep orderly
units.

"Owners sometimes forget that it's their building, that
they're lending:' she said. "We used to do annual inspections;
now we do them quarterly. We have contests for 'best unit:
which our exterminator
your eyes and ears oper
ners. Keeping the maint
loop. If you have some
each tenant every monti
ten see a mental decline:

sarily hoarding."
Gennello tells the story of a tenant

in her late '70s, "the nicest lady in the
world:' whose floor buckled into the
unit below from the weight of her
possessions.

"On the outside she was the ideal
tenant. But we discovered that no-
body ever visited her; she had no
outlet; we were providing no alter-
natives for her. We organized a knit-
ting club, which she loved to do, and
she discovered that a lot of the stuff
in her apartment could be turned
into artsy-craftsy projects. We

worked with a local church to start
a choir, which didn't require money.
By getting people out, seeing them
month to month, you can usually
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COOPERATION IS KEY hoarding problem worse because
Lynn Dover, partner at the law firm of Kimball, Tirey & St. they're traumatic for the tenant. A
John (San Diego), noted that hoarding disorder is a highly co- gradual reduction is much more ef-
morbid condition, usually existing along with other mental fective'
disorders-and effective treatment usually means addressing The landlord should ensure that
all those disorders. exits and entries aren't blocked, that

"Landlords who discover a hoarding situation need to get excessive combustible materials
legal advice from a knowledgeable housing attorney as soon aren't involved, that rooms, fixtures
as possible after they discover the situation, so they don't ac- and appliances can be used for
cidentally say or do something to make the matter worse," she their intended purposes, and that
advised. "Language matters. Don't use words like 'trash,' 'junk' maintenance people have access to
or 'debris: because the tenant attaches value to his belongings, plumbing, wiring and HVAC.
Let the tenant know you're willing to work with them to help "There should also be a plan for
them save their tenancy, and see if the tenant is willing to work post -compliant monitoring:' she

on the problem. insisted, "because hoarding disor-
"Have a written record of your communications with the der is very hard to treat and is sub-

tenant; be reasonable about your expectations. Focus on legiti- ject to relapse. If the resident can
mate health and safety issues. Forced cleanouts often make the save his tenancy and the landlord

doesn't have to do an eviction and
cleanout, it's a win -win. It's common
for someone with that disorder to

"BEFORE THE FAIR HOUSING ACT, be resistant, or promise to cure and

IF SOMEONE MAI NTAI NED A not go through with it, and often le-
gal aid or tenant advocates will get

UNIT IN A WAY THAT BROUGHT involved, but that's not always a bad

UP FIRE, VERMIN, ODOR OR thing,sincetheycanoftenhookthe

WEIGHT -BEARING ISSUES, for rem-eZ
vS ,

THE LANDLORD COULD SAY, Still, landlords should anticipate

'THAT'S A LEASE VIOLATION: resistance. Many tenants insist that

CURE IT OR GET OUT.'
theii hoarding behavior is entirely

BUT BECAUSE HOARDING
DISORDER IS CONSIDERED

JOE DOBRIAN IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A DISABILITY THAT CAN'T
REGARDft4G THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE
AN IREM MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING

A FOR JPM, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA

HAPPEN TOY" TOSCAS AT MTOSCA&8IREM.ORG.
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I have just seen the quintessence of poor prop-
erty management. The agentc* actions (and lack
thereof) have cost my client direct dollars, the loss

of potential dollars and had a negative effect on
the physical asset, staff residents-even a neigh-
boring property. What did the agent do wrong?

During a consultancy project, when en-
gaged to assess the property's operations and
management agent's performance, I discov-
ered a severely under -performing asset. An
analysis of the financials, market and property
evidenced abundant deficiencies-all so eas-
ily curable that it was incomprehensible how a
management firm could allow this to happen.
The cause was not due to financial restraints,
as ownership wanted a solid property and was
willing to spend money to do so.

Undeniably, the agent's knowledge and skills
were unsophisticated; but the causes of the con-
dition extended beyond lack of skills. The agent's
mindset caused harm, too. In speaking with the
agent, there was an excuse for everything, in-
cluding: "No one told us. We weren't told to do
that. We were told to do X -Y -Z, not A -B -C:'

Must ownership watch and direct the agent
in detail? Or should the agent manage owner-
ship to get what it needs to optimize the proper-
ty and protect the owner's investment? I believe
it is the latter. Ownership's geographic absence,
lack of direction, low -involvement or lack of
knowledge does not alleviate the agent from its
responsibility to provide professional service.
Whether owners provide supervision or not, "as
agent for owner" and "fiduciary relationship"
are grave responsibilities.

It's your duty-as agent or employee-to ad-
vise ownership how to maximize a property's
position and protect the investment. Your ef-
forts to do so can include one or any combina-
tion of the following actions.

EDUCATE
Owners have va
levels of know
and skills, frori
phisticated inv
who understand
everything
from leasing
needs and
calculating
internal
rate of return, to
because they h
a good place to
estate managers
educators, takin
time and tools ale necucu

to teach ownership what it should know. Les -
Sons run the gamut; e.g., operations, marketing,
physical asset preservation, and yes, even coun-
seling ownership on what it is doing wrong.

PERSUADE
If education doesn't work, responsibility extends
to powerfully presenting your case. Support
your position with research, documents, pho-
tos, statistics and financial analysis-everything
to convince ownership to see what you see.

CAUTION
If the lessons aren't learned, or ownership won't
bend to persuasion, you must take a firm stand
to spell out the consequences of not heeding
your advice. Be strong; it's for their own good.

With the myriad responsibilities and duties
that comprise managing property, remember
that managing ownership is a priority. Without
doing so, you cannot serve their best interests,
and isn't that what you're really paid to do?
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Yard! talks marketing with,

Peter Lulls of

McCaffe
Q: Can you give us a brief overview
of McCaffery Interests?

A: Based in Chicago, we develop
creative mixed -used projects that blend
commercial and residential real estate
throughout the US. Since 1991, McCaffery
Interests has successfully acquired,
developed, or redeveloped outstanding
assets in major real estate markets such
as San Francisco, Minneapolis, and
Pittsburgh, among others.

Q: Please tell us about your
relationship with Yardi.

A: We utilize Yardi software exclusively
across our portfolio for all of our
property management operations. We
have found that utilizing a single -vendor
approach saves us a lot of time, making
us more efficient. Best of all, we get
technical support and sales professionals
who understand our company, our
properties, and our processes.

Q: How are you using RENTCafé
to market your communities?

A: McCaffery uses RENTCafe" to create
customized, mobile -friendly property
websites that engage prospects. Every
McCaffery community has its own
personality, and our websites allow us to
be exceedingly nimble in our marketing
and presentation to attract the right
target audience for each one.

Q: What does it take to reach
today's renters?

A: People are finding homes in a very
specific way; it's not like you find

Interests

apartments in a newspaper anymore.
With RENTCaIe and Yardi Voyager,

we're able to easily create attractive
websites that include real-time unit
availability and pricing information.
And they have resident services built
right in, enabling our tenants to pay
rent, submit work orders, contact site
management, and track deliveries.

initiatives that will incorporate 3D
interactive building maps and floor plans
in an effort to drive even more leases
through our property marketing websites.

0: What results have you seen from
your online marketing efforts?

A: Prospects see the great websites we
have in place and want to live in our
communities. Also, with RENTCafe,

11 A strong property website has
digital 'curb appeal,' is easy for
customers to use on any device,
and drives results. With RENTCafé,

we are achieving all three of
these critical goals.

Pee,' Le&
Digital Marketing Manager, McCaffery Interests

0: How else are you addressing we are able to close leases online,
the rapidly changing world of from application to completed
digital marketing? lease agreement.

A: The Internet has made the apartment
industry move more quickly, making
leasing a more active job than it used to
be. We have to be as forward with our
online offerings and digital brand as
possible in order to stave off competition.
RENTCafe helps us be as targeted as
we need to be. We are also launching

0: What other benefits have you found
using RENTCafé?

A: RENTCafe provides an integrated
solution for all our property marketing
and resident services. We don't have
to go to other vendors; it's nice to have
everything in one place.
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In today's climate of social media, e-mail cor-
respondence and over -communication, busi-
ness development is a task that gets relegated
to most real estate managers' non -priority list.
Just keeping up with one's current client base
can be challenging to say the least. But for
those tasked with bringing on new business
from current or potential clients, consistency
is key and automation is everything. Set the
groundwork for your future success by taking
the following three steps today.

SEEKING OUT, FOLLOWING UP
Whether you are trying to solicit new contacts
or follow up with existing prospects, take the
time to develop merge letters and c -mails that
can be easily saved, modified and sent out to
the mailing lists of your choice. Set your letters
up ahead of time so that they can be revised
and sent with the click of a button. The key
to a successful letter is being specific to the
prospect's needs and wants and also referenc-
ing data that impacts their property. You only
get one shot at a first impression, so make it
count. For follow up, nothing beats a solid e-
mail providing contact information or other-
wise adding value to the relationship. Ask your
title insurance representative for a farm kit for
a particular area of interest and make it a point
to contact the owners of a specific property
type on at least a quarterly basis.

SHAKE HANDS
Industry organizations, trade groups, business
networking programs, attorneys, neighbors in
your office park, or building and city officials

are all people you should be in contact with
on a consistent basis. Don't be the person who

forces business cards into others' hands, either.

Make it a point to have coffee or lunch with
your contacts regularly and focus on them.
How can you help their business grow? What

are their goals? One of the best ways to help
yourself is through helping others. Not to
mention, the information and business insight
you gain into other aspects of your local com-

munity will likely be able to help you in your
own focus.

MAKE IT A PRIORITY
As with most things, when you make a com-
mitment to do something in a timely manner,

it gets done. Add prospecting and follow ups
to your daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly

to-do lists to make sure it gets done. Consider
this both a reminder and a commitment to
yourself that you've got work to do. What gets

measured gets done and the more specific you

are with your goals, the more likely you are to

meet them.

Like most things in life, successfully grow-

ing your business requires consistency and
proactivity. Make the commitment to yourself

and to your business to make contacts and to
follow up. Not only will you improve the quali-

ty of your network, but you will strengthen the

value of your relationships as well. And as for

your time commitment to yourself, remember:

there is nothing more important than you! .
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Advanced Digital Signage
for Visitor Assistance

Enhance Your Property's
Appeal to Retain & Attract
More Tenants

interactive Touchscreen Solutions, Inc. presents
Navigo - the custom solution for digital signage,
electronic directory, registration & badging and
room scheduling. Navigo enhances the appeal of
your property through a cost effective technology
system that automates processes for building
management while creating a more modern look
and feel for any facility.

www.itouchinc.com 800-652-4830

- w - - V

Are you looking for new opportunities for professional
growth for you and your company?

Do you have an idea from your business that you want to
share with the who's who of the real estate management
industry? Bolster your reputation. Gain experience. Get
involved!

As a speaker you will gain exposure to an audience of more

than 600 industry leaders from IREM's 80 U.S. Chapters
and 13 International chapters. Share your passion and
your knowledge by speaking at the IREM Fall Leadership
Conference this year. We're building leaders.

IREM FALL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

SALT LAKE CITY. UT

OCTOBER 20-24, 2015

£ IREM conferences offer an opportunity to network
and continue your professional education.
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mergencies generate chaos, panic,

confusion-and worse, if you are

relying on your emergency building

plan but your tenants don't have

their own plan. A plan that doesn't

get used properly is just as

ineffective as no plan at all.

Q
Sometimes it's easy to get so wrapped up in the plan being de-

veloped for our properties, we tend to forget about what tenants

are using for their own internal plans. Do they use the plan you

____________ gave them when they moved in? It's safe to assume most small- to

middle-sized tenants do. It's not your responsibility (nor do you have

the information needed) to develop an internal plan for each tenant.

Your plan supplies them with the critical emergency plan informa-

tion, such as evacuation, communications, location of critical areas

and forms on emergency and exits, in regard to the overall building. That being said, financial
planning and preparedness,

check out: institutions, medical tenants, large corporations and other compa-

Before andAfter Disaster nies that may provide critical functions (or employ large numbers
Strikes; Developing the
Emergency Procedures of people) are highly adept and detailed with their planning-even
Manual, Fourth Edition more so than most overall building plans. Some of these types of

Regular Price $49.95 tenants won't even consider moving into your building unless they
($19.99 eBook)

Member Price $39.95
have a comfort level of the building's emergency systems, iriclud-

($15.99 eBook) ing emergency plans. If any of these tenants happen to be in one

of your buildings now, then you already know they can be a great

resource in your overall planning efforts. In addition, they probably

have requirements to physically participate in emergency drills peri-

odically. Let's set those types of tenants aside for now-they know

what they are doing and they are an asset in that regard.
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0 TIPS FOR ASSISTiNG TENANTS WffH EMERGENCY PLANS
Tenants who don't fall under a corporate umbrella may not have an internal plan
specific for their office or one that fulfills their specific needs. According to OSHA,
employers who have more than 10 employees must have a written emergency plan
kept in the workplace and available for employee review. For employers with fewer
than 10 employees, the plan can be communicated orally. This is where you can be-
come more proactive in assisting the tenant(s) with their plans.

As you develop the overall emergency plans for the building or property, here are
some things you can do to assist them and/or improve your plan.

CHECK IN:

Visit, call or e-mail tenants to see if
they have a plan. At the same time,
inquire to get their input about the
building plan. What may be crucial
for them? Or what are their main
concerns regarding the plan?

PROVIDE THE BASICS:

A basic office emergency plan tem-
plate, in which they can just fill in
the blanks specific to their office, is
a minimalist approach, but at least
it will get them to put something
together and maybe spur them to
do a more detailed plan. E-mail it to
them as attachment or give them a
flash drive with the template on it.

INCLUDE CONTACTS:

Send tenants a list of relevant city,
state and federal resources and con-
tacts. Develop the list with hyper -
links to each of the organizations/
agency websites: Emergency Man-
agement Agencies (federal, state
and county), Homeland Security,
Police & Fire non -emergency, FDA,
Health Department(s), CDC, EPA,
FBI, OSHA, American Red Cross,
all local utility providers, etc. These
websites can provide a wealth of in-
formation as it relates to emergency
planning and response. Make it easy
for them to create the contacts on
their desktop or mobile device (you
should do the same for yourself).

HAVE PLANS

PROFESSIONALLY REVIEWED:

Encourage them to have the lo-
cal fire department, emergency
management department, police
department or other first respond-
ers review the plan to get their
input. You may want to or should do
this with your building plan as well.
Depending on the size of your com-
munity or building, these agencies
may even want a copy of your plan.
Document if they reviewed and ap-
proved your plan.

INVOLVE MAINTENANCE:

Wherever feasible, include your
maintenance/facilities individuals
in the development of the plans-let
them engage with the tenants when-
ever impertinent. If something does
occur, maintenance/facilities will be
right in the thick of things. If you
have a security department or work
with a contracted security company,
they should be involved as well.

CONTINGENCY PLANS:
One part of emergency planning is
the emergency itself. The other part
is the aftermath and contingency
planning. For instance, if their of-
fice building caught fire and they
could not return for an extended
period of time, what are their plans?
How long can they afford to be shut
down? Or How long can they go
without serving their customers or
clients to the fullest extent? Con-
tingency planning is another deep
subject that needs the full attention
for any business

GET A COPY:

In some cases, depending on the
size of the tenant, you should
consider asking for a copy of the
tenant's plan or at least a portion of
it as it relates to the building itself,
exiting plans. etc.
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o CONTENTS OF AN EMERGENCY PROCEDURES MANUAL
(From Before and After Disaster Strikes; Developing an Emergency Procedures Manual,

Fourth Edition)

The emergency procedures manual should contain information that might be
needed in the event of an emergency. Suggestions include:

 An extensive, updated list of phone
numbers to reach team members,
management personnel, the building
owner, emergency assistance (fire and
police departments, etc.), restoration
companies and other outside resourc-
es in an emergency.

 An up-to-date list of phone numbers
of all occupants (residents and/or com-
mercial tenants' employees), including
specialized equipment and need for
assistance-this should include exten-
sions at individual desks or worksta-
tions at commercial properties.

 A designated spokesperson to provide
information to the media and ex-
amples of news release formats for this
purpose.

 A general one -page description of the
building's statistics-ownership, oc-
cupa ncy, age, construction materials,
plans and specifications, mechanical
systems, and equipment that is im-
mediately available.

 SH IING UP THE PLAN:

MAKE IT MEMORABLE:

Including every last detail is great;
however, you should also have an
emergency plan for on -hand use that
is concise and easy to follow. Emer-
gencies are measured in seconds and
minutes-tenants won't have time
to grab the emergency binder off the
shelf to study as the building alarms
are going off. They need to have
something they can generally memo-
rize and organize in their minds.

 A list of the building's current safety
features and equipment, their loca-
tions and operating instructions (fire
extinguishers, alarms, etc.), along with
other supplies available onsite (first
aid kit, list of medical supplies, etc.),
including quantities and where they
are stored.

 Floor plans and as -built drawings that
show all equipment, systems and exits
to which access may be needed during
an emergency.

 Insurance information, including the
insurance agent's name, business and
after-hours phone numbers. Docu-
ment the type of insurance coverage,
policy number and name of carrier for
each policy. Create a current inventory
of property possessions.

 The material data safety sheet (MSDS)
that lists any hazardous materials or
chemicals on the propert
they are stored.

KEEP IT FROM

BEING INTIMIDATING

by using bullet points or very short
paragraphs for the details. If you want
to include as much detail as possible
within the main body of the plan,
then consider doing a short, one- or
two -page summary at the beginning
or end of the plan, or you can provide
a small, supplemental folder.

BREAK IT INTO SECTIONS:
The plan should be set up in sections
with tabs that are easy to read. Set up
your sections based on the overall best
strategy for the building and tenants.
Some suggestions for sections are:
Fire, Bomb Threat, Tornado, Hurri-
cane, Evacuations, Security (including
individuals with weapons, terrorist
threats, hostage situations, etc.).
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DESIGNA11NG A LEADER

TO DISCHARGE THE PLAN
It's important to have tenants desig-
nate someone from each office who
will serve as the primary contact (and
then two other backup people) should
a disaster strike. This is probably the
same individual you already contact
when you visit the office. First re-
sponders will want specific, fast and
accurate details, and will want to speak
to as few people as possible.

IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY,

IT IS CRUCIAL THAT THE PRIMARY

CONTACTS DO THE FOLLOWING:

1. Bring an office/company directory
(keeping an updated list is important)

2. Designate a specific evacuation loca
tion "x" number of feet away from the
building

3. Be easily identifiable-they should
be the ones out in front of everyone
from their office. In some cases, you
may want the designated person from
each office to meet you in a separate
location from where everyone else is
gathering. That way you or the first
responders can communicate to ev-
eryone at once. Just make sure all the
office designees know what general
area you can be found.

®SOURCES OF IN FORMATION FOR

CREATING AN EMERGENCY MANUAL

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS:
floods: The Awesome Power(NOAA)

Hurricanes: Unleashing Nature's Fury (NOAA)

Thunderstorms, Tornadoes, Lightning: Nature's

Most Violent Storms (NOAA)

Winter Storms: The Deceptive Killers (NOAA)

Surviving the Storm: A guide to Hurricane

Preparedness (FEMA)

Are You Ready: A Guide to Citizen Preparedness

(FE MA)

Emergency Management Guide for Business and
Industry (FEMA)

How to Plan for Workplace Emergencies and
Evacuations (OSHA)

Most of these publications can be downloaded

from the respective government agency websites:

www. fema.gov www.readygov

www.redcross.org www. weather.gov

 UPDATiNG YOUR PLAN
new and update the plan as needed. Pick
pecific day each year (or twice per year)
;end out a reminder to all of your tenants
eview their internal plan and the building
n. Make sure they all still have a building
n-employee turnover, moving offices,
can get those plans lost.

SCOTT VYSKOCIL, CPM (SVYSKOCIL(dNAIFMA .COM)

IS VICE PRESIDENT, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, AT
NAI FMA REALTY IN LINCOLN, NEB.
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Imagine working inside of a giant pirate ship, larger -than -life robot or Dr. Doolittle -style pet house-and meeting

around a King Arthur round table  BY DIANA MIREL

While most corporate employees in the U.S. spend their workdays behind computers When George returned from his
in cookie -cutter cubicles, the folks who work at Inventionland get transported into a trip, they scrapped the original plans

fantastical world of endless possibility, and started anew. They kept the cat -
Located in Pittsburgh, Inventionland is the 61,000 -square -foot headquarters for egories, but this time created sets that

Davison Design, a company that helps corporations and individuals invent and de- had personalities all their own.
sign new products. Company founder George Davison recognized that in order to
make this enterprise thrive, he needed an innovative design facility to inspire em- DESIGNING
ployees and clients alike. THE SPACE
THE VISION The biggest challenge in designing

Inventionland was determining the
About 14 years ago, Davison Design moved into a large, empty warehouse with white

details for each set. "We brainstormed
walls and little character. "Within my first week working there, George told me that it

each set and each one was different
was nice having this new building, but someday he wanted to build an environment
that inspires people to come to work," said Nathan Field, executive director of design.

from the next:' said Field. "Each set

"At that point it was just a thought in his head:'
was its own unique project and there

A few years later, though, that thought became reality. Davison, Field and many were so many decisions and choices:'

other employees began plans to bring George's vision to life. Field's job was to focus on the de -

The first step in the design process was determining all of the different categories tails of each set. "I worked on finding

of products the company invents and designs-such things as housewares, sporting any little thing that would go with

goods, pet products, baby gear and automotive items, each environment," he said. "For in -

The initial plans for the space were to create a small-town environment with stance, when we were designing the

streets of shops, such as a hardware store or a pet store. Each store would be designed race track set [for automotive prod -

for inventors inventing those specific products. ucts], we made the top edge of the set

However, right before the company was about to break ground on the project, a working slot car track. We needed

George took a trip to Disney with his family and was inspired to go bigger and bold- some support beams for the wide
er. "He called me and said, 'Stop everything," Field said. "He wanted all of these sets track, so we decided to use shocks
be in an environment that was its own world:' from cars as supports."
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jWELCOHE TQ
INVENTIQNLAND
After 18 months of design and building,
Inventionland opened. The formerly
stark warehouse was transformed into
a brave new world that instantly began
inspiring and encouraging creativity.

At the front of the facility are the
modern administrative offices, includ-
ing the company's legal, accounting
and other professional departments.

To enter Inventionland, people can
go through George's professional of-
fice. Within his office is a "magic"
bookcase. When you push a button,
the bookcase opens as a dramatic en-
trance into the heart of Inventionland.

This sprawling Inventionland show-
room has 16 bold sets, along with
bridges, greenery and life -like birds
and butterflies that all come together
to create a type of fantasy world. These
sets comprise the core of the facility
where products are conceptualized and
designed.

The area for creating electronics
is inside a larger -than -life robot, and
the workshop for toys and games lives
within a massive pirate ship. Some of
the other sets include a Dr. Doolittle -
style pet house for pet products, a large
shoe for baby products and a cave for
outdoor and hunting items. Each set

THIS SPRAWLING INVENTIONLAND
SHOWROOM HAS 16 BOLD

SETS, ALONG WITH
BRIDGES, GREENERY AND

LIFE -LIKE BIRDS AND
BUTTERFLIES THAT ALL

COME TOGETHER TO
CREATE A TYPE OF

FANTASY WORLD.

houses a workshop, fully equipped with all of the necessary items-and design ex-
perts-inventors need to create a prototype of their product.

A treehouse in the center acts as George's personal brainstorming space and is
outfitted with light -up wipe boards on the floors, ceilings and walls.

"We are a one -stop -shop of inventing," said Field. "We do all of our design work

and engineering, but we also do the assembly, laser -cutting, mold -making, painting,

box -cutting and finishing."

Additionally, the company helps package and market inventions to prospective
companies. To do this, Inventionland houses a state-of-the-art video studio, com-
plete with an audio booth and green screen. There is also a photography area and a
full theater for product presentations.

IiJTILIZING THE SPACE
While the bustling warehouse certainly feeds innovation, there are downsides to
working in such a sprawling space. "Before we had Inventionland, we all worked
very close, physically, to each other; if you ever needed something, someone was
right there, it was convenient:' said Field. "So the biggest struggle when we moved
into these sets was maintaining good communication with each other:'

To address this issue, the employees began using e-mail and cell phones more
regularly. They also began having a daily managers' meeting in which all of the man-

agers gather around a King Arthur round table in the castle set.

Inventionland also requires meticulous management and maintenance. Most of

the sets are made of foam and, despite a protective coating on them, they require

regular maintenance. Every two to three weeks, Field and his assistant walk through

the warehouse doing a complete inventory to determine necessary repairs, paint

touch-ups, lightbulbs that need to be fixed and other maintenance items.

The property has one full-time maintenance person onsite who tackles any is-

sue that arise. An additional crew of five or six other maintenance people comes on

board to take on the inventory list that Field and his assistant put together. .

DIANA MIREL IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM®. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING
THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN REM MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM, PLEASE
E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASØIREM ORG.
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"WORK HARD, PLAY HARD." AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH DAVID
BEHNKE, CPM, PRESIDENT OF SIEGEL-GALLAGHER MANAGEMENT
COMPANY, AMO.

What is a day like at Siegel -Gallagher Manage-
ment Company (SGMC)?

At SGMC, we are results -oriented, success -driven and
hard-working. We establish key performance indicators
in congruence with the company's goals. All employees
are expected to perform at their finest in order to pro-
duce consistently positive results. These are all factors
that drive our business successfully. But at the end of the
day, it's time for a beer. Every Friday afternoon at 3:30,
we host "Beer -30." We work hard, but we understand
the need to have fun. Our brand new corporate offices
in the historic Blatz Brewery in Milwaukee include a

beer tap at the office bar, giving everyone a chance to
relax and enjoy one another's company after a week of
hard work. We are open-minded and we want our work
environment to be a place where people enjoy putting
forth their best effort.

 SGMC has implemented a set of core values within
the work place. How has this shaped the face of the
company?

All great companies need to find their core values and
their purpose, and they need to get everybody on board
before moving forward. It is important to exhibit these
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values first within the office, as our workplace is where
our values take shape. From there, everywhere we go
and in all that we do, our values remain. Working with
clients, vendors and industry representatives, every
SGMC employee is expected to stay true to our founda-
tion. Our efforts show through the consistently positive
results that we produce.

We've initiated an
internal incentive pro-
gram for employees,
based on our company
core values. Employees
are expected to contrib-
ute one tweet per month
to a company Twitter
account. These Tweets
consist of "memorable
moments" (MOMs) and
"opportunities for improvement" (OFIs). This gives
employees the opportunity to showcase their achieve-
ments and share their suggestions. Every suggestion is
an opportunity for improvement and is reviewed by
SGMC's Executive Committee. Each month, the top
three Tweets are voted on. Winners receive a cash prize
and are entered into a drawing for a Caribbean vaca-
tion. We are almost to the end of the program and it has
been a success.

 What one word do you want to own in the minds
of your customers, employees and partners?

Care. All employees of SGMC are expected to under-
stand and exhibit our core values as a company: Com-
mitment to our clients, ourselves, our company and
our goals; Accountability for our actions and results;
Respect for ourselves, our clients and others we do busi-
ness with; Striving for excellence in all that we do. At
SGMC, we C.A.R.E. This word exemplifies what an
AMO Firm should be, and that is why we have adopted
it as the motto for our company's core values and cul-
ture.

 What is SGMC challenging, in the selise that Mac
challenged the PC or Dove tackled the beauty myth?

The primary notion we challenge is that "bigger is al-
ways better." At SGMC we are autonomous and entre-
preneurial. We offer personalized service, transparent
and proactive communication, and support from every
level of our staff. The reality of property management
is that you're only as good as your onsite personnel. We

INHERENT
WHO WE ARE

and WHAT WE DO. We've

created a machine in constant

without needing to

nress the Iuttons.

differentiate ourselves
by making sure that
all of our employees
have exceptional back-
grounds and training.
Being a smaller firm,
we offer swift and con-
cise solutions to own-
ers, and the principals
of our company are a!-

ways readily accessible.
Our combined experi-

ence spans the real estate industry, with specialists in
every sector, and we are strengthened by an extensive
resource base. By working directly with our clients, we
provide informed and reliable insight, ensuring their
investment goals are met. Our personalized approach
to property management gives clients peace of mind
knowing that they are receiving the best possible service
and achieving maximum return on their investments.

 If you had to leave your company for a year and the
only communication you could have with employees
is a single paragraph, what would you write?

"Over the past 20 years, we have created all of the tools
to do a great job. We've hired the best talent, the highest
educated and the most capable. I know my employees
are driven to succeed, so my fear is non-existent."

The work and effort put forth to arrive at this point
is intentional from the very beginning. Walking away
from your company for a year is made possible by put-
ting the right people in the right places. We have an in-
herent trust in who we are and what we do. We've cre-
ated a machine in constant motion without needing to
be there to press the buttons. It's still operating after 15
years and I am confident that it will continue for many
years to come. .
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4 CON'l PARING
APPLES to APPLES
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REM and 60 professional and not -for-profit
organizations come together to form the
International Properttj Measurement
Standards (IPMS) Coalition
BY NAN CYE KIRK
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easuring space in an office building seems simple enough: Get a tape
measure, measure the space and it's done. But measuring commercial
space is not nearly as easy as it sounds.

A trip around the world quickly reveals that how space is classi-
fied and how real estate is measured differs from one country to another, and
even from one building to another, within the same country. For example, are
balconies classified as part of the saleable area of a residential unit? Are common
areas such as corridors and washrooms included in the leasable area of an office
building? What happens if a building sits on top of a parking garage containing
the mechanical rooms that service the building?

Consider this:
In India, off -site areas such as automobile parking lots and common areas
can be included in a building's measurement.
In Spain, the measurement may incorporate outdoor leisure facilities.
In some parts of the Middle East, hypothetical floors-floors that could be
supported by the building structure-may be included.
In some countries, only air-conditioned space can be counted.

WHEN 1+1 DOESN'T ALWAYS EQUAL 2
Depending on the method of measurement used, the area quoted in different
markets for an otherwise identical building could vary by as much as 24 percent,
according to some estimates. The result is confusion in the market among buyers
and sellers and among tenants and owners, making it difficult to compare one
offer to another and make informed decisions. Confusion damages transpar-

ency, and lack of transparency hurts
business.

This was the driver behind near-
ly 60 professional associations and
not -for-profit organizations coming
together to form the International
Property Measurement Standards
(IPMS) Coalition. The coalition, of
which IREM is a part, represents the
gamut of professions that affect and
are affected by the built environment:
real estate property and asset manag-
ers, appraisers, architects, agents, de-
velopers, assessors and civil engineers.

The result of this global effort is
International Property Measurement
Standards for Offices (IPMS for Of-
fice Buildings), released in November
and containing three components.

IPMS 1 is for measuring the
area of a building, including exter-
nal walls, and applies to all types of i

buildings. It constitutes the sum of
the areas of each floor level of a build -
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ing measured to the outer perimeter
of external construction features and
reported on a floor -by -floor basis.

IPMS 2-Office is for measuring
the interior area of an office build-
ing, defined as the sum of the areas of
each floor level of an office building,
measured to the internal dominant
face and reported on a component -
by -component basis for each floor of
a building.

IPMS 3-Office is for measuring
the occupation of floor areas for ex-
clusive use.

IPMS office was developed by an
independent standard -setting com-
mittee comprising real estate experts
from around the world, drawn from
all sectors of the industry, and uti-
lizing a transparent, detailed and
inclusive process coordinated by the
coalition.

CREATING
UNIVERSAL STANDARDS
With 11 different countries repre-
sented, the standard -setting commit-
tee became a microcosm of working
on a global platform. Committee
member Nicholas Stolatis, CPM, said
that given the different geographic
and business backgrounds, the big-
gest challenge was leaving existing
standards at the door.

"The IPMS effort:' said Stolatis, "is
all about developing universal, inter-
national standards and not impos-
ing one local standard over another.
Moving away from the standards we
were each familiar and comfortable
with took effort and focus."

"Communicating across a spec-
trum of languages-and coming
from a variety of backgrounds, mar-
kets and existing standards-meant
we were facing challenges before we
even started:' Stolatis said. Although

the committee did meet face to face on three occasions-in Brussels, Dubai and
Orlando-most of the work was done by conference call.

"In order to be equitable, these calls' starting times rotated throughout the day
so that everyone had a chance at a normal meeting time:' said Stolatis. "I can tell
you that keeping your focus on esoteric details at 2 a.m. is quite a challenge, but
the experience of working with my colleagues from across the globe, to deliver
IPMS for Office, made it all worthwhile."

GETTING EVERYONE ON THE SAME PAGE
Ultimately, standards are all about communication. The underlying goal of IPMS
is to provide a mechanism for clear and understandable transfer and use of in-
formation-in other words, to get everyone on the same page. To this end, IPMS
provides high-level and universal rules that can be applied at the international
level and implemented locally.

"The IPMS objective is to support cross -border transactions by offering IPMS
for Office as an interpreter/translator for local area measurement standards:' said
Stolatis, who is with TIAA-CREF in New York City. "I believe we will see investors
become more confident when considering properties from outside their normal
territorial range. The influx of more international investors seeking quality assets

will inevitably lead to improved operational activities by owners and property
managers so that their properties will be viewed and recognized as best in class."

With IPMS for Office having been released, IREM will start the process of
determining how to adopt the standard from the association's standpoint and
of providing guidance to IREM Members on how to use IPMS. Meanwhile, the
IPMS coalition will turn its attention to expanding IPMS to residential, retail and
industrial properties.

Already, more than 100 global businesses have signaled their intention to re-
quest or use IPMS measurements within their organizations by signing up as
partners of the initiative. Governments also are taking an interest: The Dubai gov-
ernment has announced plans to make IPMS mandatory in response to a growing
international investor base moving into Dubai's commercial property sector.

IREM sees enormous value in being part of the coalition to support real estate
management professionals, both within and outside of the U.S. "Globalization
is not a coming trend-it is here and it is a fact of life:' said Lori Burger, CPM,
IREM president. "There continues to be a steady increase in cross -border invest-

ments and in international capital flows. In what has become a global real estate
market, the need for transparency, for a common language and for international
standards is paramount."

"IPMS for Office' said Burger, "is a huge step forward and will benefit the way

property assets are managed and, ultimately, how financial decisions are made
by investors, corporate occupiers, buyers and sellers."

NANCYE J. KIRK (NKIRKa/REM.ORG) IS CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER/VICE PRESIDENT, GLOBAL
SERVICES FOR IREM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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H U D'S
DISPARATE IMPACT
THEORY REJECTED

A federal judge has given clarity to what has often been a confusing issue by
rejecting the Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) C(di

parate impact theory" In addressing the gray area caused by the theory, and
the resulting claims of "unintentional discrimination:' D.C. District Court
Judge Richard Leon made a clear distinction between intentional discrimina-
tion, which is outlawed by the Fair Housing Act, and claims of unintentional
discrimination, which are now void.

Under the rule, it had been interpreted that a case for discrimination can
be built against a property manager based on statistical analysis which sug-
gests certain policies have a disproportionate impact on a protected class,
rather than the intent to discriminate.

If a charging party can prove that policies resulted in a discriminatory ef-
fect, the burden of proof shifts to the defendant, who must prove that a given
policy is necessary to achieve one of its substantial, legitimate and nondis-
criminatory interests. If the defendant is able to prove this, the charging party
can still establish liability by proving the interest could be satisfied with a
policy that will have a less discriminatory effect.

As a result of HUD's disparate impact rules, common business policies,
which are normally carried out with no intent to discriminate against a pro-
tected class, such as occupancy limitations, credit checks and criminal back-
ground screenings, could result in discrimination claims if they are found

to have an effect on protected
classes, even if unintentional.

On November 3, 2014, Judge
Leon rejected HUD's rules in
a lawsuit brought on by the
American Insurance Associa-
tion and the National Associa-
tion of Mutual Insurance Com-
panies. Judge Leon stated that

I
HUD had overreached in their
interpretation of the Fair Hous-
ing Act by using the disparate
impact theory to bring dis-
crimination claims, rather than
the intent to discriminate. Re-
ferring to the gap between the
discriminatory intent Federal
Housing Act sought to outlaw,
and the HUD rule's emphasis
on discriminatory effect, Judge
Leon stated, "This is yet an-

other example of an Administrative
Agency trying desperately to write
into law that which Congress never
intended to sanction"

In addition, for the third time,
the U.S. Supreme Court is sched-
Wed to hear arguments for a case,
Texas Department of Housing and
Community Affairs v. The Inclu-
sive Communities Project, Inc.,
regarding the use of the disparate
impact legal theory. Twice before,
the Supreme Court agreed to hear
two cases involving the use of the
disparate impact theory; however,
both were settled out of court be-
fore arguments began. There have
been no talks of settling this case
out of court. Oral arguments have

-

begun as of this January. .
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New Legislation / spotlight

crease the mandatory recoupment
amount by $2 billion each year
through 2016. In 2020, the amount
will be $37.5 billion, up from $27.5

billion.
IREM worked diligently to lobby

for the reauthorization of the ter-
rorism risk insurance act. Over the
past year, IREM has been active
in advocating TRIAs extension by
sending letters to members of Con-

gress; being an active member of the Coalition to Insure Against Terrorism,
a national coalition of dozens of organizations and associations across the
country; and initiating three calls -to -action and lobbying legislators during
the IREM Capitol Hill Visit Day in 2014.

We are very pleased with Congress' wfflingness to put such an important
policy issue at the forefront of their work in 2015. In addition, we want to
extend a hearty "thank you" to our Members who connected with legisla-
tors over the past few weeks to advocate for the reauthorization of this very
important program.

BETH WANLESS (BWANLESSØ!REM.ORG) IS SENIOR MANAGER, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS AT
REM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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WATER-CONSERVNG SMART SHOWER
EVA is the world's first smart shower experience, conserv-
ing up to 50 percent of your water usage. Paired with a
mobile app, EVA personalizes your water flow and tem-
perature preferences while also tracking your water con-
servation, usage and habits. An advanced sensor sys-
tem automatically adjusts water flow relative to where
you are located in your shower, decreasing pressure
yet keeping you warm while you do things like apply
shampoo or shave. EVA provides you with valuable
data based on your own usage and the entire EVA
community's, helping you learn even more about
waterconservation.

ZUtA LABS
POCKET PRNTER

How many times have you been
out and about, even in your ho-
tel room or a coffee shop, when
you realize you need to print
something important? Rather
than scrambling to find a printer-somewhere-anywhere-imagine pull-
ing out a device about the size of a large coffee cup. Like magic, it moves itself
around a piece of paper and prints your document. The kicker-it's also com-
patible to print from Smartphones and tablets! Thanks to ZUtA Labs raising
almost $600,000 on Kickstarter, this 4 -inch -wide printer will actually exist. The
product is estimated to be ready around September 2015.

KEENI

SMART VENT

KEEN HOME

SMART VENT

This high-tech Smart Vent
prevents you from wasting
valuable energy and money,

___________________ tailoring heating and cool-
ing to your exact preferences.

The Smart Vent opens and closes to save energy in unused rooms and controls
uncomfortable hot and cold spots in your home. Not only can you control each
individual room, you can choose from a variety of attractive faceplate designs.

40 I jJflhi I Mar.Apr 2015

NETATMO'S

WELCOME CAMERA

Welcome is a new kind of a
security camera that has facial
recognition capability, sending
names of the people it recog-
nizes to your Smartphone. Get
a clear list of who's home or
even view past events or live
stream. You can set up privacy
settings for each family mem-
ber, programming it not to no-
tify you when they enter the
house-rather, get notifications
when someone unknown walks
in the door. Remotely tap into
a live lO8Op broadcast from the
camera, which has a 130 -de-
gree field of view and infrared
LEDs for night vision. It's easy
to use-just plug in your cam-
era and download the app.

,air.z.ii1'
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MISFIT BOLT I $50/BULB; 129.99I3 -PACK
Interior design is about
preference and choice, and
lighting plays an integnil
part in that choice. Enter
Misfit's Bolt-a Wi-Fi con-
nected lightbulb capable
of not only LED energy -
efficiency and longevity but

also a chameleon -like ability to reproduce millions of
different colors. One bulb has endless color choices and
possibilities to either relax or intensify an area. Accom-
panied by the Misfit Home app, consumers can really set
the mood of their living spaces, creating scenes that can
cycle the bulb within a specified amount of time. The
Misfit Bolt can even work with other Misfit products to
gently wake you up in the morning.

SCHLAGE DOOR LOCK
A Chances are you have misplaced your

\ keys or your wallet before-but your

\ Smartphone? Never. Most of the time,
that device is stuck to your body like

, glue. Schiage is banking on people like
you to remember your phone and use
it as a Bluetooth key for your door
lock. You can use the accompanying

app to not only create a link between
your phone and door lock, but to also create temporary
or permanent key -codes (up to 30) for people who need
access to your home. The app then gives you a time
log of all the people and codes entering the premises.
It also communicates to alert you of the lock's battery
life. Rather than leaving a set of keys for someone under

a fake rock by the door, just text them the access code.
Commercial use for this product could potentially make
the need for physical keys or fobs nonexistent. You can
even program the lock to allow entry of specific access
codes during specific times of the day.

Availabte Eater this year. Eu find out more, visit http:/

ces.schlage.com.

D -LINK 11AC ULTRA
PERFORMANCE SERIES ROUTERS

Gone are the days
where we only had
one, two or even three
wireless devices con-
necting to our home

Wi-Fi networks. These days, everything from your
laptop to your digital picture frame connects to your
poor little Wi-Fi router that tirelessly chugs away like
The Little Engine That Could. The more devices shar-
ing your Wi-Fi capabilities, the slower your network
becomes. Luckily, D -Link is seeing this pattern and is
beefing up their routers to allow for the infinite num-
ber of devices you might have. Looking like Ferrari -de-
signed spaceships with eight powerful antennas, the D -

Link Ultra Performance Series routers are boasting up
to 2,260 Mbps on the 5GHz band and up to 1,024 Mbps
on the 2.4GHz band, plus multi-user MIMO technology.
In other words, this router is fast enough to have your
neighbors' devices on your network, too. The pricing has
not yet been announced and the units will be released
second quarter 2015.

ALEX LEVIN (ALEVIN(ã1REM,ORG) IS DIRECTOR OF IT FOR REM
HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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MISFIT BOLT I $50/BULB; 129.99I3 -PACK
Interior design is about
preference and choice, and
lighting plays an integnil
part in that choice. Enter
Misfit's Bolt-a Wi-Fi con-
nected lightbulb capable
of not only LED energy -
efficiency and longevity but

also a chameleon -like ability to reproduce millions of
different colors. One bulb has endless color choices and
possibilities to either relax or intensify an area. Accom-
panied by the Misfit Home app, consumers can really set
the mood of their living spaces, creating scenes that can
cycle the bulb within a specified amount of time. The
Misfit Bolt can even work with other Misfit products to
gently wake you up in the morning.

SCHLAGE DOOR LOCK
A Chances are you have misplaced your

\ keys or your wallet before-but your

\ Smartphone? Never. Most of the time,
that device is stuck to your body like

, glue. Schiage is banking on people like
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a fake rock by the door, just text them the access code.
Commercial use for this product could potentially make
the need for physical keys or fobs nonexistent. You can
even program the lock to allow entry of specific access
codes during specific times of the day.

Availabte Eater this year. Eu find out more, visit http:/

ces.schlage.com.
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AUTOMATiC

DOOR

TV 0 -WAY
TRAFFIC

When was the last time you had the automatic door closers at your property
checked?

You probably them a second thought. After all, they are made to get out of
your way. Automatic door closers are ubiquitous, modern conveniences that
typically perform without a hitch. We give so little thought to their operation
and may not have stopped to consider them a hazard.

There is a catch. While frequently used without incident, automatic door
closers do go out of adjustment-closing too quickly or with too much force.

What are the ramifications of a maladjusted door closer? While minor
changes in its closing speed will typically not affect most, the elderly and
physically disabled are more at risk for a loss of balance, a fall or an injury.
An improperly adjusted door closer that closes too quickly or forcefully can
cause loss of balance, or even falls and injuries. To perform properly and
safely, automatic door closers need to be inspected and adjusted for closing
speed and force.

Part of the problem is that people who routinely using the door grow accus-
tomed to the changes in the door's operation, and may just attribute them to
quirks in the building. Subtle changes in the operation and near misses are
not reported to the property manager. But visitors using the door for the first
time may give little thought to their condition and inadvertently get hurt.

We often give so little thought to doors to ever consider them a hazard.

AUTOMA11C

aqjUjl[s

DOOR

TWO-WAY
TRAFFIC

As a property manager, door clos-
er operation should be a concern.
Doors are a potential hazard and
can cause accidents (some serious).
What is your responsibility for the
proper operation of the door? Even
if the door closers are maintained
by an outside company, the prop-
erty manager is the first line of de-
fense in maintaining the property.
Closing speed and force should not
be viewed subjectively. There are
recognized, objective standards for
closing speed and force.

This article intends to raise your
awareness and to help you to make
more informed decisions regarding
the maintenance of entrance doors
at your facility.

JULIUS PEREIRA III
(JULIUSPERE!RA
COMCAST.NET) IS THE
OWNER OF PEREIRA
CONSULTING IN
CHADDS FORD. PA.
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The more "HOME SWEET HOME" residents feel in their
apartment or condo, the more likely they are to stay.
For owners of multifamily buildings, longer tenancies can
translate into significant improvements to your bottom
line because vacancy related costs such as recruiting
new tenants, cleaning and preparing units, and losing
rental income can be dramatically reduced. Energy
efficiency improvements benefit existing and prospective
tenants, too, by providing them with a more comfortable,
affordable, and pleasant living space.

To find out how to make your multifamily property
"HOME SWEET HOME" for new and existing tenants,
call 1-800-594-7277. Please be sure to mention
code JPM when you call.

National Grid provides generous financial incentives and rebates
toward the cost of certain energy efficiency improvements:

 energy -efficient lighting upgrades and control
 occupancy sensors
 hot-water saving measures

and pipe wrap

 programmable thermostats
 insulation and air sealing

low -flow showerheads, aerators,

 high -efficiency heating, water heating and cooling equipment
upgrades and controls

 ENERGY STAR® -qualified refrigerators

 other energy improvements determined on a site -specific basis.

This energy efficiency program is available to property owners or managers of multilamily dwellings in MA, RI, and NY that have active National Gridcommercial or
residential accounts. Unit -specific requirement terms and conditions apply. Measures are analyzed for eligibility on a project -by -project basis. Offer is subject to change
or cancellation without notice. Some restrictions may apply. Savings and energy efficiency experiences may vary. ©2015 National Grid.
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CALCULATING
LOSS TO LEASE
AND EFFECTIVE
GROSS INCOME

I By Eric Storey, CPM

/
--4

A Google search for Loss to Lease (LTL) will provide you with a basic
understanding of this simple term. Correctly calculating the LTL num-
ber and applying it to a pro forma is another matter. Residential property

'-. managers are often asked to determine loss to lease as part of the property
pro forma. This lets them know possible income that might be reclaimed
from management and marketing efforts they are responsible for. Office
and retail properties deal with LTL less often. This article will explore the
process of calculating Loss to Lease.

In order to ultimately calculate Effective Gross Income, there are three
specific items that must be analyzed beforehand. 1) Gross Potential In-

. come, 2) Loss to Lease, 3) Vacancy and Collection loss.
; Gross Potential Income (GPI) is the maximum amount of income a

property would produce when 100 percent of the rental space or units are
leased at the full market rental rate in any given market. It also includes
miscellaneous income and expense reimbursements. In its strictest sense,
GPI is a near fictional number. Actually receiving GPI would be nearly im-
possible because of ever-changing market conditions and lease contracts
which remain stable when market rents change. Given this quandary, the
concept of LTL developed.

Loss to Lease (LTL) is the difference between the full market rent and
the actual rent specified in a lease or rental contract. Simply put, if the
full monthly market rent for an apartment unit was $800 and the lease
contract for that unit specified the monthly rent to be $750, the monthly

to Lease would be $50. Having defined LTL, calculating it for your
property is the next step. If calculated properly, LTL will have no impact

:: on NOl or Cash Flow. It is merely an accounting function to bring the
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fiction of GPI into reality. When subtracting LTL from GPI, remember
to only apply LTL from the space or units that are actually leased. If an
apartment complex has 500 units, and 475 units were leased at $50 below the
GPI, the monthly calculation for loss to lease would be 475 x $50 = $23,750.

It would be incorrect to apply the LTL to 500 units because LTL can only
apply to units or space actually leased.

Vacancy/Collection Loss: Property can be physically vacant or suffer
from economic vacancy. In other words, some tenants occupy space but fail
to pay contractual rent. The combination of vacancy and collection loss is
also subtracted from GPI to determine Net Rent Revenue. LTL would only
be calculated on space or units that are actually leased. LTL calculations are
not applied to physically vacant units or space.

To illustrate these concepts, consider a hypothetical apartment complex
with 500 total units.

Full market rent per unit is $800 per month
There are 25 vacant units
475 units are leased at $750 per month
25 units are leased but tenants are not paying contractual rent

If calculated correctly, Loss to
Lease entries will have no effect on
Effective Gross Income collected
on a property. Its only purpose is
to identify the financial opportu-
nity being missed when full mar-
ket rents are not achieved on leased
units or space.

Effective Rent is another topic
that is often associated with Los
to Lease. When concessions are
applied to long-term leases, the
concession may be discounted at a
given discount rate to indicate the
financial impact of the concession
to the stated annual rental rate.
Concessions for one-year leases are
usually not discounted. Loss of in-
come from concessions is usually
not identified in the Loss to lease
calculation.

CONCLUSION
In its simplest sense, Effective
Gross Income on a property is ac-
tually the result of collected lease
income, miscellaneous income and
expense reimbursements (less va-
cancy and collection loss). Loss to
Lease is a simple accounting meth-
od which identifies what opportu-
nities for rental income that might
have been missed. Once identified,
a good property manager will work
to achieve full market rents wher-
ever possible. Correctly calculating
Loss to Lease will not change the
actual Effective Gross Income on
a property.

ERIC STOREY, CPM, (ERIC.
STOREYØZIONSBANK.COM)
IS VICE PRESIDENT OF
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
AT ZION'S BANK IN
SALT LAKE CITY.
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IREM® Leadership and Legislative Summit
featuring Capitol Hill Visit Day
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I MY PERSPECTIVE

A great play in the first
quarter is just important
as the game -ending
touchdown run by the
fullback. And so it goes
with a tenant renewal
in an office lease. The
tenant renewing or not
is dependent on both the
property manager and the
leasing agent executing
their assignments
effectively.
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MV PERSPECTIVE

Is it time for office building property managers to earn office
leasing commissions? By Paul Mendel, MICP, CPM

I write this article realizing I may be run out of town by my peers, banned from ever again prac-
ticing commercial real estate and forced to change my identity. I am not fazed one bit. My col-
leagues know I speak my mind, am passionate in my beliefs and will take risks in navigating
and expressing my opinions on subjects that others will turn away from.

My newest campaign is simple. Office building property managers should share in leasing commissions.
There, I said it. I hear the boos and hisses from the landlord leasing reps already. And here come the re-
buttals. "Of course that is Mendel's position, he has his CPM and he's a property manager. He's biased

and self serving." Wrong. I am a 25 -year veteran broker having negotiated over 1,000 tenant and land-
lord rep transactions along with managing several million square feet. of office property spanning

many types of buildings. So I speak from a unique and experienced perspective.
Property managers and leasing reps ideally should work together as a team. And as we all

know, there is no "I" in "TEAM." 'I'eams win and lose together-even if winning or losing is the
result of specific individuals. Let's take any football team, for instance. One week, the running

back in a football game scores on a last-minute 35 -yard touchdown run; the next game, the
quarterback wins the game on amazing passing and scrambling; and, in game three, that

same team loses because the kicker missed three very makeable field goals.
The point is that in the sports section standings, the record shows whether your team

wins or loses, not any given individual.
In reality, the running back, the quarterback and the field goal kicker did not really

lose or win the game for their team. The outcome was determined by a culmina-
tion of both good and bad plays carried out by many team members throughout

the game who were responsible for certain assignments and responsibilities. The
sum of those efforts results in a win or a loss. A great play in the first quarter is

just important as the game -ending touchdown run by the fullback. And so it
goes with a tenant renewal in an office lease. The tenant renewing or not is

dependent on both the property manager and the leasing agent executing
their assignments effectively. One can't win (consummate a renewal) with-

out the other's contribution.
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MY PERSPECTIVE I

Get in the Level an Uneven Playing Field
Leasing Game This is a win -win -lose situation on an uneven playing field. Could it be
So let's leave the football game and time the rules of the game are amended to reflect the tangible contributions
go watch a leasing game. The game the property manager plays in helping to secure the renewal? Throughout
kicks off with a 10,000 sq. ft. tenant the lease term, the property manager has provided many services, some of
with a lease up for a renewal. In the which are below:
opening play, the tenant runs to the Developed a rapport with the tenant
property manager to ask if the space Published newsletters that cross -promote other tenants' businesses in
is still in play and if the company the building
wants to renew. The property man- Published a tenant directory outlining the products and services of all
ager passes the ball to the landlord the tenants
leasing rep who introduces himself Organized a blood drive, annual Christmas party and/or ice cream social
to the tenant. They both huddle Personally visited tenants to check in and offer help where needed
to discuss the tenant's needs and Changed the locks quickly when a tenant had a security issue
the landlord rep communicates Ensured maintenance and repair requests were achieved in a timely
what plays the owner can provide manner and followed up personally to ensure the tenant was happy
the tenant-be it tenant improve- and the issue resolved
ments, space reconfiguration, rent Located a vendor when the tenant had a need for a special service
concessions or flexible terms and Provided an onsite car wash service, or other specialty services
options. Typically, during these Created and maintained a recycling program and made sure the
negotiations, not much time comes cleaning of the offices and common areas were consistently maintained
off the clock since the tenant is to high standards
basically pleased with their home In reality, this is just a preliminary list of the numerous creative and ex -
stadium and would prefer to keep ceptional services that property managers provide, and which influence
running the business in their home leasing outcomes.
field. Before you know it, the lease The property manager is a key player in the leasing game and has a major
renewal is signed and the game is impact on whether the leasing agent and the team owner can renew a tenant
quickly over. The onlookers barely and obtain another victory. The time is now for property managers and leas -
had time to go to the concessions ing agents to unite as a team. The property manager has skin in the game,
and enjoy the leasing game. too. Include the property manager on a portion of the renewal commissions

Now that the game is over and so when another deal is done, high -fives can be given to all: the owner, the
the lease renewal is signed, the leasing agent and the property manager.
tenant walks off the field with all Begin by having a conversation to determine what percentage of the corn -

the points they needed to put up mission can be shared, or determine other ways of recognizing the efforts
on the scoreboard. The leasing rep of property managers in the leasing transaction. My goal was to create a fo-
drives away from the stadium with rum of discussion and inject a catalyst for owners, leasing agents, brokerage
a $10,000 commission check and houses and property management firms to hopefully reconsider the position
a pat on the back from the team of not rewarding property managers for tenants renewing.
owner. The property manager is What else? What are your thoughts on property managers participating
given the lease and told to make in renewal commissions?.
sure these obligations to the tenant

PAUL MENDEL, MICP, CPM, (PMENDELØRBMANAGEMENT.COM) IS SENIOR
get completed promptly. What a VICE PRESIDENT OF OFFICE LEASING AND INVESTMENT SALES AT RB

great ending to the game. Everyone MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN ATLANTA.

leaves a winner except the property
manager, who is left with cleaning
up after all the other players have

________________________________________________________________________

gone home.
____________________________________________________________
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the landlord rep communicates Ensured maintenance and repair requests were achieved in a timely
what plays the owner can provide manner and followed up personally to ensure the tenant was happy
the tenant-be it tenant improve- and the issue resolved
ments, space reconfiguration, rent Located a vendor when the tenant had a need for a special service
concessions or flexible terms and Provided an onsite car wash service, or other specialty services
options. Typically, during these Created and maintained a recycling program and made sure the
negotiations, not much time comes cleaning of the offices and common areas were consistently maintained
off the clock since the tenant is to high standards
basically pleased with their home In reality, this is just a preliminary list of the numerous creative and ex -
stadium and would prefer to keep ceptional services that property managers provide, and which influence
running the business in their home leasing outcomes.
field. Before you know it, the lease The property manager is a key player in the leasing game and has a major
renewal is signed and the game is impact on whether the leasing agent and the team owner can renew a tenant
quickly over. The onlookers barely and obtain another victory. The time is now for property managers and leas -
had time to go to the concessions ing agents to unite as a team. The property manager has skin in the game,
and enjoy the leasing game. too. Include the property manager on a portion of the renewal commissions

Now that the game is over and so when another deal is done, high -fives can be given to all: the owner, the
the lease renewal is signed, the leasing agent and the property manager.
tenant walks off the field with all Begin by having a conversation to determine what percentage of the corn -

the points they needed to put up mission can be shared, or determine other ways of recognizing the efforts
on the scoreboard. The leasing rep of property managers in the leasing transaction. My goal was to create a fo-
drives away from the stadium with rum of discussion and inject a catalyst for owners, leasing agents, brokerage
a $10,000 commission check and houses and property management firms to hopefully reconsider the position
a pat on the back from the team of not rewarding property managers for tenants renewing.
owner. The property manager is What else? What are your thoughts on property managers participating
given the lease and told to make in renewal commissions?.
sure these obligations to the tenant

PAUL MENDEL, MICP, CPM, (PMENDELØRBMANAGEMENT.COM) IS SENIOR
get completed promptly. What a VICE PRESIDENT OF OFFICE LEASING AND INVESTMENT SALES AT RB

great ending to the game. Everyone MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN ATLANTA.

leaves a winner except the property
manager, who is left with cleaning
up after all the other players have

________________________________________________________________________

gone home.
____________________________________________________________
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400 & 450 North 200 West Madison 71 South Wacker Drive
Brand Boulevard Chicago, IL 60606 Chicago, IL 60606

Glendale, CA 91203

S

300 South
Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606

JOIN THESE DISTINGUISHED PROPERTIES - EARN THE IREM®
CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE PROPERTY CERTIFICATION
Follow these steps to earn the CSP certification for your
property,

Create a GreenPSF Account
Access is free and open to all industry professionals.

Add Your Property
Quickly add your property to the GreenPSF database

Enroll in the Challenge Program
Join the IREM® Sustainable Property Challenge for

your property.

CERTIFICATION BENEFITS
Real estate professionals who pursue CSP certification for their
properties will:

Increase education and identify efficiency opportunities

Implement low/no cost projects

Perform the cost -benefit analysis for larger capital projects

Engage owners and tenants in sustainability

Improve property marketability

Complete the Core Activities
Within the Challenge, complete 12 required core + 8
elective core activities.

Submit your Property for Review
Submit your property and a program manager will validate
that OLJ completed the necessary core activities.

Earn the Certification
Get the certification, plaque and press kit to market
your property's achievement.

FASTTRACK FOR LEED
CERTIFIED BUILDINGS
Properties that have already obtained LEED [B or NC certification

are eligible to "fast track" about half of the core activities.
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By John Salustri, contributing writer for JPMR

Whether it's your home or office, relocations are a fact of your life. They are
events-most often with a capital E-that typically carry with them mixed
reactions of fear and anticipation. This is particularly true in the office en-
vironment, where the relocation decision is most often not your choice and
can involve multiple moves in a relatively short timeframe. These moves can
be as near as the next floor or they can be life -changing relocations to other
cities or states.

One of the most challenging aspects of a relocation is not budget or find-
ing an appropriate home, but how to balance inclusion with an efficient re-
location. Virtually everyone wants to have a say, make a contribution and,
at least, not be left out or made to feel minimized in a decision that directly
impacts them, their productivity and their outlook toward their job.

Because of the disruption that comes with any relocation, planning is
key-planning for budgets; timing; phasing; and the above -mentioned in-
clusion (in the form of departmental teams). There are a number of reloca-
tion sources around the country, many of which provide guidelines on best

rieuce±
practices for the user. We've taken
some tips from a variety of websites
to provide an overview of some es-
sential guidelines for management
companies on the move.

A Checklist
for the Great Unknown

According to facilities provider
Integra, following such guidelines
goes a long way toward ensuring
an efficient move and, in so doing,
relieving much of the anxiety that
comes with trading your comfort-
able, familiar office or cubicle for
the Great Unknown.

cRegardless of the size or scope
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of your office move, it's all about fort throughout the relocation. HRZone.com urges managers to review the
the time and detail that you put into messaging carefully: "Apart from the fact that you are relocating the business,
the plan:' Integra said in an online what other messages do you want to convey to your staff? Think about how
checklist. "Break it down into phas- the new office may help grow the business, create a better working environ-
es and map them onto a timeline. ment in which your staff can thrive and how the new office will give a more
It's imperative that the details are positive impression to clients and visitors:'
precisely timed for a smooth transi- Expect resistance. It's only natural. But consistent and ongoing messaging
tion between sites with little or no along with a sense of involvement "will keep morale levels high throughout
downtime:' And don't under-esti- the move and help staff to feel valued and engaged:' said HRZone. The site
mate the time commitment good

recommends asking staff members for feedback on the design of the current
planning takes.

office layout and inviting the team to get involved in the christening of the
Let those checklists be your

guide. They should show "all the de-
new spaces once the move is complete. By all means, let them see their new

tails to be tracked and confirmed:'
spaces before they pack their boxes.

said Integra. "Make sure the check- Coming Together
list for each phase is coordinated Relocation costs are key and can ramp up rapidly. Movemybiz advises corn -
with your schedule:' panies on the move to leave "a little wiggle room" in your budget. "It's very

Coordination easy for an office move to go over budget, especially if you have never been

and Communication in charge of planning a move before and you are unsure what everything
Movemybiz.com emphasizes the is going to cost. Going over budget is much more common than coming in
importance of a strong, highly or- under budget:'
ganized relocation leader to pull Integra takes it a step further by urging planners not to cut corners. Hire
the entire project off. Choose care- the professional expertise you may not have such as "a tactical pro) -

fully; it ain't easy. "Essentially, your ect manager from an office -move company, a professional office space plan -
office move coordinator has two ncr, an interior designer or an IT and telecom specialist:' These added team
jobs: his or her regular job, and the members will pay for themselves in the time and mistakes they will help you
job of planning your company's of- sidestep.
fice relocation project. It's a tough When it comes time for the move itself, make sure that all impacted par -
assignment, but somebody has to ties are on the same page. As Integra advises, explain "what is needed from
do it:' He or she-and the reloca-

them for a successful move, including packing and labeling instructions and
tion team that appointee creates-
will become the point person, the

information on what to expect at the new site. The thoroughness of your

liaison between all of the impacted communication to employees determines their satisfaction with the process:'

factions. That team should include, Pack -rats, by the way, are not limited to the home (See the article "Hoard -

at minimum, an HR representative, ing Disorder" on page 16). Make sure staffers clean their files of unwanted

a representative from each impact- materials before they move. The company otherwise is paying for the reloca-

ed department and someone from tion of all that trash.

tech to ensure the proper transfer- Once the relocation is complete, perform a follow-up-an issue -resolution

ence and performance of digital process, as Integra calls it. "Schedule your service providers and technical

equipment post -relocation, resources to be present on move -in day to help quickly resolve issues:' they

While we're on the subject of recommend. Include how the employees are settling in and adapting to their

personnel, communication with new space. It will go far to ease the transition.

staff is key (hence the need for an A relocation makes a definitive statement about your company, not only to
HR person and department rep on visitors but to the people who work there. If the move is completed properly,
board) and must be an ongoing ef- that message can be a powerful and positive one.
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We all know pursuing an education takes time and money. Scholarship
funding fbr professional development can be hard to find, and that is
why it is so important for the IREM Foundation to do what we can to
continue providing scholarships. People are counting on us to help
achieve their goals.

The Foundation Scholarship program is our way to encourage
more people pursue job opportunities that actually exist-specifi-
cally, opportunities that require the mastery of skills that are in de-
mand. Last year, thanks to our generous donors, a remarkable 146
recipients received scholarships to attend courses required to
earn an IREM credential.

It is your support of the IREM Foundation that increases our
funding potential and ability to offer more resources. We never
want to turn people away-we want to help people pursue their
professional passions, maximizing their ability to contribute
significantly to their communities.

Every gift to the Foundation instills deep and lasting grati-
tude in those who receive financial assistance. This helps cre-
ate IREM Members who are more likely to give back to the
Foundation, keeping it strong for future generations and, in
turn, transforming other lives.

Our scholarship recipients appreciate every gift you make, and
sodowe..
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December
Michael Best, CPM

Kosal Booth, CPM

Lenora Carpenter, CPM

David Friedman, CPM

Lonnie Garrett, CPM

Mary Houze, CPM

January
Suzanne Anderson, CPM

Leo V. Auth. CPM

Tadeusz Brach, CPM

George W. Brusco, CPM

Thomas E. Civitanova, CPM

Doretta K. Debrick, CPM

Diane M. Decker, CPM

Jeremy A. Devlin, CPM

Mendell M. Gosnell, CPM

Jerad Nielsen, CPM

Kevin Rodman, CPM

Jake Smith, CPM

Daniel J. Smith, CPM

Jack StrollO, CPM

Robert Tack, CPM

Michelle Gutierrez, CPM

Nicole A. Kallstrom, CPM

Lawrence Kliger, CPM

Michael D. Laney, CPM

Lester L. Liao, CPM

Faith D. Moore, CPM

Christine M. Murray, CPM

Sonia L. Navarro, CPM, ARM

Cecile Palanca, CPM, ARM

Lynn Thorns, CPM

Michael Torres, CPM

Lyndsay Tuckner, CPM

Sean Turner, CPM

Justin Vanlandschoot, CPM

Jamie D. Palmer, CPM

Traci L. Pietras, CPM

Matthew S. Spey, CPM

Matthew Sugg, CPM

Christopher D. Taylor, CPM

Kathleen A. Weinstein, CPM

Kasara Williams, CPM

Beverly A. Willis, CPM

Waddell H. Wright, CPM
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THE IREM NOMINATING COMMITTEE
HAS ANNOUNCED ITS SLATE OF
NOMINEES FOR 2016 NATIONAL
OFFICERS TO SERVE WITH 20I6
PRESIDENT, CHRISTOPHER E.
MELLEN, CPM, ARM, BRAINTREE,
MASS. THEY ARE:

n
PRESIDENT-ELECT
Michael T. Lanning, CPM
Kansas City, Mo.

REGION NOMINEE

The IREM
David Barrett, CPM, ARM

1

Nominating
Salem, N.H.

Committee Katherine V. Shiplett, CPM

also submits Washington, D.C.

the following Velda A. Simpson, CPM, ARM
nominations for Ellenwood, Ga.
regional vice

Kimberley R. Morgan, CPM
presidents for the Austin, Texas
2O162O17 term.

Mel E. Schultz, CPM
t. Louis Park, Minn.

ii
SECRETARY/TREASURER
J. Benjamin McGrew, CPM,
Carmichael, Calif.

REGIONAL JURISDICTION

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont

District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia

Florida, Georgia

Oklahoma, Texas

Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin

10
Jennifer Lynn Mesey, CPM Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska,
Maryland Heights, Mo. North Dakota, South Dakota

The election will take place during the IREM Governing Council meeting on Tuesday,
April 14, 2015, at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC. IREM bylaws provide
for additional nominations for officer and regional vice president positions. Any
additional nominations must be made by a petition signed by at least 15 members of
the Governing Council delivered to the Executive Vice President at least ten 10 days in
advance of the date set for the election.

 IREM Membership Figures
2014 year-end membership numbers, including all membership types, for the United States and worldwide.

CPM MEMBERS

CPM CANDIDATES

ARM MEMBERS

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

ACoM MEMBERS

STUDENT MEMBERS

ACADEMIC MEMBERS
TOTAL MEMBERS
AMO HEADQUARTERS
AMO BRANCHES

.39

143
372

3216
4O19

2,892

 557
587

8,465

19,215
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ON THE ROAD
WITH IREM LEADERS

MARCH / APRIL LEADERSHIP VISITS

March 4-6
REM Officer Meeting
Location: Chicago
Visiting Leaders: Officers

March 6
Chicago Chapter No. 23 Premier Awards
Location: Chicago
Visiting Leaders: Lori Burger, CPM, President;

Russell C. Salzman, CAE, IOM, RCE, CEO!
Executive Vice President

March 9-14
MIPIM
Location: Cannes, France
Visiting Leaders: Lori Burger, CPM, President;

Russelt C. Salzman, CAE, lOM, RCE, CEO!
Executive Vice President

March 12
Utah Chapter No. Leadership Visit
Location: Salt Lake City
Visiting Leader: Christopher Mellen, CPM, ARM,

President -Elect

March 18
New York Asset Management Symposium
Location: New York
Visiting Leader: Alfred Ojejinmi, CPM,

Senior Vice President

AD INDEX
Advertiser
ABM Industries, Inc.

Appfolio

National Grid

Newell Rubbermaid

Interactive Touchscreen Solutions. Inc.

IREM Leadership Development Whitepaper

IREM Leadership and Legislative Summit

REM REME Awards

REM Sustainable Property Challenge

IREM Thought Leaders

Rent Manager

Salsbury Industries

Yardi Systems, Inc.

Yardi Systems, Inc.

Yardi Systems, Inc.

RULES OF THE ROAD:
 Advancing IREM's global brand and influence.
 Harvesting knowledge valuable to IREM Members.
 Strengthening the IREM Chapter network.

II,
March 19
South Florida Chapter No. 19 Leadership Visit
Location: Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Visiting Leader: Cheryl Gray, CPM, Senior Vice President

March 26
San Francisco Chapter No. 21 Reception
Location: San Francisco
Visiting Leader: Lou Burger, CPM, President

March 26
Dallas Chapter No. 14 Leadership Visit
Location: Dallas
Visiting Leader: Michael Lanning, CPM,

Secret a r y!Tr e a surer

April 11-15
IREM Leadership & Legislative Summit
Location: Washington
Visiting Leaders: Officers

April 23
Mississippi Chapter No. 8o
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ON THE ROAD
WITH IREM LEADERS

MARCH / APRIL LEADERSHIP VISITS
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REM Officer Meeting
Location: Chicago
Visiting Leaders: Officers
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Chicago Chapter No. 23 Premier Awards
Location: Chicago
Visiting Leaders: Lori Burger, CPM, President;

Russell C. Salzman, CAE, IOM, RCE, CEO!
Executive Vice President
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MIPIM
Location: Cannes, France
Visiting Leaders: Lori Burger, CPM, President;

Russelt C. Salzman, CAE, lOM, RCE, CEO!
Executive Vice President
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Location: Salt Lake City
Visiting Leader: Christopher Mellen, CPM, ARM,
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Senior Vice President

AD INDEX
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IREM Leadership and Legislative Summit

REM REME Awards
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IREM Thought Leaders
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Yardi Systems, Inc.

Yardi Systems, Inc.

Yardi Systems, Inc.

RULES OF THE ROAD:
 Advancing IREM's global brand and influence.
 Harvesting knowledge valuable to IREM Members.
 Strengthening the IREM Chapter network.

II,
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Visiting Leader: Michael Lanning, CPM,
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ARM CERTIFICATION EXAM March 2 Quincy. Mass.
(ARM EXM)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 2-3 Boise. Idaho
FINANCING AND VALUATION Plymoulh. Minn.
PART 1 (ASM6O3)

MANAGEMENT PLAN SKILLS March 2-5 Chandler. Ariz.
ASSESSMENT (MPSAXM) Rochester, N.Y.

MARKETING AND LEASING March 2-3 Kirkland. Wash.
OFFICE BUILDINGS (MKL4O6)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 4-5 Boise, Idaho
FINANCING AND VALUATION - Plymouth. Minn.
PART 2 (ASM6O4)

CPM CERTIFICATION EXAM March 6 Chandler, Ariz.
(CPMEXM) Rochester. N.Y.

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE March 6 Birmingham, Ala.
MANAGER (ETH800) Kirkland. Wash.

Orange, Calif.

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 6 Boise, Idaho
FINANCING AND VALUATION - Plymouth. Minn.
PART 3 (ASM6O5)

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE March 9 Denver
MANAGER (ETH800) Las Vegas

Nashville, Tenn.
Portland, Ore.

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 9-10 Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 1 (ASM6O3)

LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN March 9-10 New York
RESOURCE ESSENTIALS (HRS4O2)

MANAGEMENT PLAN SKILLS March 9-12 Indianapolis
ASSESSMENT (MPSAXM)

MANAGING RESIDENTIAL March 9-12 Kirkland, Wash.
PROPERTIES (RES2O1) Orange. Calif.

MANAGING THE PHYSICAL ASSET March 9-10 Charlotte, N.C.
(M NT402)

MARKETING AND LEASING: March 9-10 Sacramenlo. Calif.
MULTIFAMILY PROPERTIES (MKL4O5)

MANAGING RESIDENTIAL March 10-13 Denver
PROPERTIES (RES2O1) Las Vegas

Nashville, Tenn.
Portland. Ore.

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE March 11 Philadelphia
MANAGER (ETH800)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE: March 11-12 Charlotte, N.C.
FINANCIAL TOOLS (FIN4O2)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 11-12 Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 2 (ASM6O4)

LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN March 11-12 Sacramento, Calif.
RESOURCE ESSENTIALS (HRS4O2)

MARKETING AND LEASING: March 11-12 New York
MULTIFAMILY PROPERTIES (MKL4O5)

MANAGING RESIDENTIAL March 12-19 Philadelphia
PROPERTIES (RES2O1)

MARKETING AND LEASING: March 12-13 Pittsburgh
MULTIFAMILY PROPERTIES (MKL4O5)

ARM CERTIFICATION EXAM March 13 Kirkland. Wash.
(ARMEXM) Orange. Calif.

CPM CERTIFICATION EXAM March 13 Indianapolis
(CPMEXM)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 13 Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 3 (ASM6O5)

ARM CERTIFICATION EXAM March 14 Denver
(ARMEXM) Las Vegas

Nashville, Tenn.
Portland, Ore.

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE March 16 Oakbrook, III.
MANAGER (ETH800)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 16-17 Chesapeake Beach. Va.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 1 (ASM6O3)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE: March 16-17 San Antonio
FINANCIAL TOOLS (FIN4O2)

LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN March 16-17 Chandler. Ariz.
RESOURCE ESSENTIALS (HRS4O2)

MANAGING RESIDENTIAL March 17-24 Oakbrook. III.
PROPERTIES (RES2O1)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 18-19 Chesapeake Beach. Va.
FINANCING AND VALUATION
PART 2 (ASMÔO4)

MARKETING AND LEASING: Msrch 18-19 Chandler, Ariz.
MULTIFAMILY PROPERTIES (MKL4O5)

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE March 19 Albuquerque. N.M.
MANAGER (ETH800)

ARM CERTIFICATION EXAM March 20 Philadelphia
(ARMEXM)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 20 Chesapeake Beach, Va.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 3 (ASM6O5)

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE March 23 Baltimore
MANAGER (ETH800) Reno. Nev.

MARKETING AND LEASING: March 23-24 Kansas City. Mo.
OFFICE BUILDINGS (MKL4O6) Los Angeles

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 23-24 Marietta, Ga.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 1 (ASM6O3)

MANAGING RESIDENTIAL March 24-27 Baltimore
PROPERTIES (RES2O1) Reno, Nev.

ARM CERTIFICATION EXAM March 25 Oakbrook, Ill.
(ARMEXM)

LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN March 25-26 Kansas City, Mo.
RESOURCE ESSENTIALS (HRS4O2) Los Angeles

West Valley City. Utah

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 25-26 Marietta, Ga
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 2 (ASM6O4)

MANAGING THE PHYSICAL ASSET March 26-27 Kirkland. Wash.
(M NT4 02)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE March 27 Marietta, Ga.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 3 (ASMÔO5)

ARM CERTIFICATION EXAM March 28 Baltimore
(ARMEXM) Reno, Nev.
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COURSE LISTINGS] IREMinshler

APRIL
INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE: April 2-3
FINANCIAL TOOLS (FIN4O2)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE April 6-7
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 1 (ASM6O3)

MANAGING THE PHYSICAL ASSET April 6-7
(M NT4O2)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE April 8-9
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 2 (ASM6O4)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE: April 8-9
FINANCIAL TOOLS (F1N402)

MANAGING THE PHYSICAL ASSET April 8-9
(M NT4 02)

MANAGING THE PHYSICAL ASSET April 9-10
(M NT4 02)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE April 10
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 3 (ASM6O5)

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE April 13
MANAGER (ETH800)

MANAGING RESIDENTIAL April 14-17
PROPERTIES (RES2O1)

MARKETING AND LEASING: April 16-17
MULTIFAMILY PROPERTIES (MKL4O5)

ARM CERTIFICATION EXAM April 18
(ARM EXM)

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE April 20
MANAGER (ETH800)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE April 20-21
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 1 (ASM6O3)

MANAGEMENT PLAN SKILLS April 20-23
ASSESSMENT (MPSAXM)

MANAGING THE PHYSICAL ASSET April 20-21
(M NT402)

MARKETING AND LEASING: April 20-21
OFFICE BUILDINGS (MKL4O6)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE: April 21-22
FINANCIAL TOOLS (FIN4O2)

MANAGING RESIDENTIAL April 21-24
PROPERTIES (RES2O1)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE April 22-23
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 2 (ASMbO4)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE: April 22-23
FINANCIAL TOOLS (F1N402)

LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN April 22-23
RESOURCE ESSENTIALS (HRS4O2)

MARKETING AND LEASING: April 22-23
MULTIFAMILY PROPERTIES (MKL4O5)

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE April 23
MANAGER (ETH800)

FAIR HOUSING AND BEYOND April 23
(FHS2O1)

LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN April 23-24
RESOURCE ESSENTIALS (HRS4O2)

Orange. Calif.

Omaha. Nab.

Las Vegas

Omaha, Neb.

Las Vegas

Ontario. Calif.

Pittsburgh

Omaha, Neb.

Knoxville. Tenn.

Knoxville, Tenn.

Cherry Hill, N.J.

Knoxville. Tenn.

Memphis, Tenn.

New Orleans

Rockville, Md.

Sacramenlo, Calif.

Charlotte. N.C.

Livonia. Mich.

Memphis, Tenn.

New Orleans

Sacramento, Calif.

Charlotte, NC.

West Valley City. Utah

Los Angeles
Orlando, Fla.

Rochester, N.Y.

Kirkland, Wash.

MANAGING THE PHYSICAL ASSET April 23-24
(M NT4O2)

CPM CERTIFtCATION EXAM April 24
(CPMEXM)

ETHICS FOR THE REAL ESTATE April 24
MANAGER (ETH800)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE April 24 New Orleans
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 3 (ASM6O5)

Boise, Idaho

Rockville, Md.

Charlotte. N.C.

MANAGING RESIDENTIAL April 24 -May 1 Los Angeles
PROPERTIES (RES2O1)

ARM CERTIFICATION EXAM April 25 Memphis, Tenn.
(ARMEXM)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE April 27-28 Braintree. Mass.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 1 (ASMÔO3)

MARKETING AND LEASING: April 27-28 Austin, Texas
OFFICE BUILDINGS (MKL4O6)

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE April 29-30 Brainiree, Mass.
FINANCING AND VALUATION -
PART 2 (ASM6O4)

LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN April 29-30 Austin, Texas
RESOURCE ESSENTIALS (HRS4O2)

SELF -PACED ONLINE COURSES

LOOKING TO UPGRADE A CORE SKILL?
TRYING TO STAY UP-TO-DATE ON A
SPECIFIC PART OF YOUR SKILL SET? IREM
OFFERS A VAST ARRAY OF PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT COURSES FOR PROPERTY
MANAGERS OF EVERY CAREER LEVEL.

WWW.IREM.ORG/SELFPACED

IRFM AlSO OFFERS COURSES

INTERNATIONALLY IN CANADA.

BULGARIA. BRAZIL, JAPAN. RUSSIA,

POLAND AND S. KOREA. TO FIND THE

SCHEDULE FOR THESE COURSES. VISIT

WWW.IREM.ORG/EVENTSCHEDULE.CFM.

FOR THE MOST UP-TO-DATE COURSE LISTINGS.

PLEASE VISIT WWW/REM.ORG/EDUCAT/ON.

irem.org/jpm I jJ)tII 6 I
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PEABODY PROPERTIES INC., AMO, RECOGNIZED BY NEW ENGLAND
AFFORDABLE HOUSING MANAGEMENT
Brighton and Lawrence Properties Honored as Communities of Quality

Peabody Properties Inc.-a Braintree -based, full -service real estate firm
managing in excess of 10,000 housing units located primarily in New Eng-
land-was recently recognized by the New England Affordable Housing
Management Association (NEAHMA) for the exceptional management of
Charlesview Residences in Brighton, Mass. and Saunders School Apart-
ments in Lawrence, Mass.

Charlesview Residences was the recipient of the 2014 "Outstanding
Turnaround of a Troubled Property" COQ Award. The recently constructed
property replaced the original Charlesview Apartments-a housing devel-
opment that had previously served low- to moderate -income families for
more than 40 years-with a new and vibrant community comprised of 240
apartment units in 19 townhouses and three mid -rise buildings. Among the
property's many improvements and additions, is the Josephine A. Fiorentino
Community Center-the hub of community activity-complete with a com-
puter center, arts room, adult learning classroom, and a large meeting space.

Saunders School Apartments-a 16 -unit affordable housing property-
was the recipient of this year's "Exemplary Development for Residents with
Special Needs" COQ Award. The first of its kind in Lawrence, the Saunders
School Apartments was established to help fight family homelessness and
guide families as they transition out of homelessness by providing both shel-
ter and support. The property offers an on -site Resident Service Coordina-
tor, who serves as a case manager, guiding families to achieve their personal
goals through an individualized service plan. Among the services offered to
residents are after -school programs for children, job skill training, English
immersion programs, affordable child care, parental mentoring and GED
and community college classes at Northern Essex Community College.

J. DONNIE LAURENS NAMED 2014 GAR REALTOR® OF THE YEAR
J. Donnie Laurens, CPM-Director of Com-
mercial Property Management for Fickling
and Company in Macon, Ga., which has a
portfolio of more than 4,000,000 sq. ft. of
property located throughout Macon, the
middle Georgia region and in Alabama,
South Carolina and Florida-was named
2014 REALTOR' of the Year for the Geor-
gia REALTORS (GAR). Laurens was one of
33 REALTORS' from across the state nomi-
nated for the honor. Since 1920, GAR has

selected one deserving individual
to be honored as REALTOR' of the
Year. "Donnie is a true professional
who is a dedicated, long-term vol-
unteer for our association and is
truly deserving of this honor' said
Linda Carol Porterfield, 2014 GAR
President..

Career Moves
NIMKOFF RECOGNIZED BY
FLORIDA REALTORS

Lou Nimkoff, CPM, CCIM, Prin-
cipal Broker for Brio Real Estate in
Winter Park, Fla. was recognized
by Florida Realtors at its annual
awards in Orlando. Nimkoff was
given the Commercial Achieve-
ment Award, the highest award
given exclusively to commercial
Realtors. This was his second rec-
ognition of the year, after having
been named Realtor of the Year by
the Orlando Regional Realtor As-
sociation in January 2014.

Nimkoff is active in the local
state and national Realtor organi-
zations and has been a real estate
broker for over twenty years. 2014
was his 31st year in commercial
real estate.
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Community Center-the hub of community activity-complete with a com-
puter center, arts room, adult learning classroom, and a large meeting space.

Saunders School Apartments-a 16 -unit affordable housing property-
was the recipient of this year's "Exemplary Development for Residents with
Special Needs" COQ Award. The first of its kind in Lawrence, the Saunders
School Apartments was established to help fight family homelessness and
guide families as they transition out of homelessness by providing both shel-
ter and support. The property offers an on -site Resident Service Coordina-
tor, who serves as a case manager, guiding families to achieve their personal
goals through an individualized service plan. Among the services offered to
residents are after -school programs for children, job skill training, English
immersion programs, affordable child care, parental mentoring and GED
and community college classes at Northern Essex Community College.

J. DONNIE LAURENS NAMED 2014 GAR REALTOR® OF THE YEAR
J. Donnie Laurens, CPM-Director of Com-
mercial Property Management for Fickling
and Company in Macon, Ga., which has a
portfolio of more than 4,000,000 sq. ft. of
property located throughout Macon, the
middle Georgia region and in Alabama,
South Carolina and Florida-was named
2014 REALTOR' of the Year for the Geor-
gia REALTORS (GAR). Laurens was one of
33 REALTORS' from across the state nomi-
nated for the honor. Since 1920, GAR has

selected one deserving individual
to be honored as REALTOR' of the
Year. "Donnie is a true professional
who is a dedicated, long-term vol-
unteer for our association and is
truly deserving of this honor' said
Linda Carol Porterfield, 2014 GAR
President..

Career Moves
NIMKOFF RECOGNIZED BY
FLORIDA REALTORS

Lou Nimkoff, CPM, CCIM, Prin-
cipal Broker for Brio Real Estate in
Winter Park, Fla. was recognized
by Florida Realtors at its annual
awards in Orlando. Nimkoff was
given the Commercial Achieve-
ment Award, the highest award
given exclusively to commercial
Realtors. This was his second rec-
ognition of the year, after having
been named Realtor of the Year by
the Orlando Regional Realtor As-
sociation in January 2014.

Nimkoff is active in the local
state and national Realtor organi-
zations and has been a real estate
broker for over twenty years. 2014
was his 31st year in commercial
real estate.
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Introducing: 

THE REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT 
EXCELLENCE AWARDS 
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Recognizing achievements and innovation in 

the real estate management industry. 

Innovation. Industry Leadership. Success. The IREM' REME Awards 
support these core values by celebrating excellence in real estate 

management Specifically, the REME Awards: 

Recognize real estate management companies and 
individual practitioners for innovative and leading -edge 
business practices and initiatives 

Promote successful initiatives and foster further innovation 
within the real estate management industry 

Submissions are due July 1, 2015. 

Finalists will be recognized and awards presented at the IREM Fall 
Leadership Conference in Salt Lake City, UT, on October 22, 2015. 

Learn More and Submit at www.irem.org/REME 
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DALLAS
Dallas and Texas as a whole have
clearly outshined much of the rest
of the U.S., remaining largely

unscathed by housing market
fluctuations. Toyota's corporate
headquarter move to Dallas is

prompting others such as Charles
Schwab, Gao gle, Caterpillar and TD

Ameritrade to shop around the region, all
k hoping to benefit from the state's stellar busi-

ness climate, low cost of living and access to
employment."

ERIC FORSHEE, RP
EXECUTIVE MANAGING DIRECTOR 0, MANAGEMENT SERVICES,
NEWMARK GRUBB KNIGHT FRANK
DALLAS

R

SOURCE: REIS INC.

LOS ANGELES
Public -private initiatives such as 'Bringing Bock

Broadway' are transforming L.A. 's major arteries and
corridors into thriving pedestrian centers with growing

retail investment, Downtown now boasts one of the

fastest -growing retail markets in the city, nearly
doubling rental rates from 2012. Developers and

businesses are responding to this demand by
building large residential projects and attract-

ing retailers and services that cater to these
new pockets of dense consumer popula-
tions,"

' LAS VEGAS
"We were hit hard around 2007 and continued
on a downward spiral for a few years. How-

ever, we've been steadily stabilizing and slowly
climbing out of the danger zone the past couple
ofyears. This is the second year where (our firm)

has not only seen improvement in our production,
but we're actually breaking our all -lime produc-
tion records -primarily because the occupancy

levels on the properties we manage have been in-
creasing. Are we out of the woods yet? I believe so, but

we've got a ways to go to get back to the unprecedented
limes we've experienced the past 20 years."

CHRISTOPHER MCGAREY, CCIM. CPM
FOUNDER AND TEAM LEADER,
THE MCGAREY GROUP
LAS VEGAS

SOURCE: REIS INC.

PHOENIX
"Of all of the market segments, the office
market is always last to recover. It most

closely follows employment and thus em-
ployer confidence. Employers need to show
more confidence through both capita! and hu-
man resource investments. Until then, the office
market will continue to struggle."

BRET C. BORG, CPM
PRESIDENT, BORG PROPERTY SERVICES, LLC

MESA, ARIZ.

1

- 01 2013 01 2014 % CHANGE VACANCY

Ft'cI1.T'
SECTOR ASKING RE ASKING RENT ASKING RENT RAT

I

APARTMENT $797 $825 3.6% 5.0

OFFICE $22.52 22,95 . 1.9% 25.5

01 2014 % CHANGE NCY, RT ' .1 .8 924 2.2%- 102
ASKING RENT ASKING RENT RATE
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THE ALL NEW

YARDI Genesis2

Yardi GeneSis2TM will help you handle all your daily tasks including leasing, work

orders, accounting, and reporting. This easy -to -use software, ideal for portfolios

between 50-1,000 residential units and under 1 million commercial sq. ft., multitasks

as fast as you do in a cost-effective, web -based, cloud -hosted platform. With features

for residential (including online payments) and commercial (including automated

CAM reconciliations) and a suite of integrated products, Genesis2 can keep up with

you - no matter which hat you're wearing. To learn more, call 800.866.1144

or visit www.yardi.com/genesis2.
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Wavebrake's reduced splashing allows for a faster, more efficient cleanup than other mopping systems.

4O
REDUCTION IN

SPLASHING
MOLDED -IN BAFFLES
REDUCE SPLASHING

WAVE BRAKE

( 2015 BY RUBBERMAID COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS LLC 8900 NORTHPOINTE EXECUTIVE DRIVE, HUNTERSVILLE NC 28078
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